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INTRODUCTION
Diffusion MRI (DMRI) is able to depict cerebral tissue microstructure in-vivo. Multi-Compartment (MC) models represent the
DMRI signal as a weighted sum of components relying on pre-defined biophysical substrate and represented by parametric
functions. Number and type of parameters depend on assumptions on the local properties of the tissue. Recent years have seen

a proliferation of MC models1. The Spherical Mean Technique (SMT)2, exploiting spherical harmonics, factors out the neurite
orientation distribution providing direct estimates of the structure. Moreover, the estimation of 5 parameters has shown not to
be reliable because of the ill-posedness of the problem. In consequence, the value of the (same) microstructural descriptors are
model- and instance-dependent. In addition, 5-shells acquisitions would be needed which is rare in real settings. In this work we
characterize such effect on four simplified 2-parameters models.
METHODS
Starting from the 5 parameters SMT-based "standard" model (SM), the number of unknowns was reduced to 2 by making
assumptions on tissue properties, which corresponds to freezing the remaining ones to specific values. Four models were derived

by freezing 3 out 5 of the parameters leading to well-known state-of-the-art models (FORECAST3,Ball&Stick4, MC-MDI2, NODDI-

SH5). Each model was fitted to both synthetic and in-vivo data (HCP6) and microstructural parameters and fiber orientation
distribution functions (fODFs) were estimated.
RESULTS
Results on synthetic data showed that lowest fitting error is obtained for models where the parallel diffusivity is a free parameter
(e.g. MC-MDI), which also lead to over-estimation of the intra-axonal volume fraction. Results on in-vivo data confirm this trend
showing higher contrast between white (WM) and gray matter (GM) for the MC-MDI model. The distribution of the microstructural
parameters is model-dependent though different in WM and GM. All the models provide comparable performance for fODF.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The estimated parameters mirror the microstructural features, tough care must be taken in the interpretation of the results (e.g.
exploiting them as biomarkers). However, simple models like these approximate the fODF reasonably well providing results

comparable to those obtained by Constrained Spherical Deconvolution7.

1Novikov, D. S. (2018) Magn. Reson. Med. 79:3172-3193
2Kaden, E. (2016) NeuroImage 139:346-359
3Anderson, A. W. (2005) Magn. Reson. Med. 54(5):1194-1206
4Behrens, T. E. (2003) Magn. Reson. Med. 50(5):1077-1088
5Zucchelli, M. (2017) arXiv preprint arXiv:1708.08999
6Sotiropoulos, S. N. (2013) NeuroImage 80:125-143
7Tournier, J. D. (2007) NeuroImage 35(4)1459-1472
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Introduction. Tractography and task-based functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) allow to identify subcortical anatomical
connections and cortical functional areas of the language networks, respectively, and are usually employed independently to
evaluate the relationships between the tumor and the brain eloquent structures.
In this study the ‘classic’ tractography of language fascicles, based on anatomical landmarks (Anatomical-T), was compared to
the fiber tract models of the same bundles obtained by combining tractography with functional activations (fMRI-T), in order to
identify the functional subsets of the networks and to explore the utility of fMRI-T in the presurgical setting.
Materials & Methods. 3T MRI was performed in 16 controls and 16 left-hemisphere glioma patients. The protocol included High
Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging (HARDI, 60 directions, b-value=3000 s/mm2) and Gradient-Echo EPI for language fMRI
using 3 different language tasks (picture naming, verbal fluency, auditory verb generation). HARDI datasets were corrected for
eddy-current distortions using FSL. Diffusion Imaging in Python (Dipy) software was used to perform q-ball residual-bootstrap
fiber tractography of the main white matter bundles belonging to language pathways, using a ‘classic’ approach based on
anatomical landmarks (Anatomical-T). fMRI-T consisted in keeping only the streamlines whose terminations were located within
fMRI activations from each task.
In healthy controls, a normalized MNI atlas of Anatomical-T and fMRI-T tracts was generated.
For each patient, the tumor was removed during awake-surgery, and the resection was guided by the neurophysiological
identification of the language eloquent structures, using direct electrical stimulation (DES).
Post-surgical MRI was registered to pre-surgical HARDI acquisitions in order to evaluate the relationship between the ‘eloquent’
borders of the cavity and the trajectory of Anatomical-T and fMRI-T tracts, and in order to quantify their non-eloquent subsets that
were removed during the procedure.
Results. In healthy controls, the tractography atlas confirms that fMRI-T tracts are subsets of Anatomical-T tracts. Comparing
different functional atlases allows to identify both common and task-specific subsets, consistently with the current literature.
In a subset of patients, fMRI-T generates tracts that predict the functional limits of resection better than Anatomical-T. Preliminary
post-operative clinical data showed no newly-onset language deficits in these patients. Quantitative analyses in all patients
confirmed that fMRI-T is more specific than
Anatomical-T in differentiating the eloquent subsets that must be spared from the subsets that can be safely removed.
Conclusions. The preliminary results of this retrospective study suggest that fMRI-T may be useful to identify the “high-risk subsets”
of the Anatomical-T tracts.
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Early diagnosis is critical to achieving an effective treatment of prion diseases. Accurate subtype diagnosis is particularly important
in sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (sCJD) that includes distinct prion strains (MM/MV1, MM/MV2C, MV2K, VV1, VV2) that may
respond differently to drug treatment. MRI with diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is an excellent test for early diagnosis of sCJD,
with reported accuracy above 90%. However, subtype diagnosis has not been explored with DWI.

Aims
i) To build a decision algorithm to diagnose sCJD subtypes using the MRI lesion profile obtained by DWI without and with codon
129 polymorphism;
ii) to measure DWI diagnostic reliability and compare it with that of CSF tests (i.e. RT-QuIC, 14-3-3 and tau).

Methods
A semi-quantitative method based on an ordinal scale (0-3) was implemented to grade the DWI hyperintensities in 12 specific
brain regions. A neuroradiologist (AB) blind to definite pathology scored the DWI of 1029 patients recruited as part of the NPDPSC
prospective consulting program. At autopsy diagnosis of sCJD was confirmed in 379 and ruled out in 144 patients.
To predict the sCJD subtype with the MRI lesion profile, we built an algorithm in the form of a decision tree. We measured the
DWI diagnostic reliability in 523 patients, then we compared it with those of CSF tests in a subset of 282 patients (222 sCJD and
60 non-prion) that had undergone MRI, 14-3-3 and tau tests. To assess the inter-rater reliability (IRR) of the scoring system, other
two neuroradiologists (MG, RL) scored DWI of 150 subjects.

Results
The decision algorithm produced 9 distinct MRI phenotypes that characterized the five sCJD pure subtypes. Key steps in the
algorithm are the presence of DWI hyperintensity in the neocortex, striatum, thalamus and cerebellum. The accuracy in predicting
the correct subtype was about 0.62 and increased to 0.90 if the codon 129 polymorphism was considered.
The overall diagnostic reliability of DWI in 523 patients was 0.94 sensitivity and 0.97 specificity. In the subset of 282 patients the
sensitivity and specificity of DWI (0.94 and 0.97) surpassed those of 14-3-3 (0.84 and 0.34) and tau (0.87 and 0.63). The IRR
among the three neuroradiologists was excellent (above 0.80) in 10 over 12 brain regions.

Conclusion
This work provides the neurologists with a diagnostic algorithm for subtype identification at the patient’s bedside and confirmed
the excellent diagnostic reliability of MRI for the early diagnosis of sCJD.
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Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM)1 is an MRI technique enabling the in vivo measurement of tissue susceptibility and it
is promising for the assessment of iron and calcium in tissues. The single step Total Generalized Variation (TGV) QSM algorithm
solves the inverse problem to retrieve the susceptibility maps from phase data of a single orientation gradient echo sequence by

employing a regularization approach. For the regularization, we used a TGV  penalty2 which is a second order functional preferring
piecewise linear solutions. The TGV QSM relies solely on the phase data while other algorithms exploit magnitude data to stabilize

the regularization process3. Here, we extend the TGV algorithm, proposing a Structure Tensor (ST) stabilized TGV QSM algorithm
which incorporates a weighting tensor derived from the magnitude images to the TGV penalty term. This weighting tensor is
obtained from the linear structure tensor to produce higher regularization in smooth regions and lower on the edges. The ST is

computed by convolving a Gaussian kernel with an orientation tensor represented by the outer product of the image’s gradient4.
Because of local averaging, the ST does not only include directional information at a single point, but also includes geometric

characteristics of its neighborhood4. QSM images were computed from the 2016 QSM reconstruction challenge dataset5 with 1mm³
isotropic resolution with both ST and ST-TGV  and compared to a reference COSMOS reconstruction obtained from 12 orientations.
Additionally, we visually evaluated the performance of the new algorithm using a high resolution 7T 3D GRE dataset with 0.5mm³

isotropic resolution6. The combination of the  functional and of the ST weighting yielded improvements regarding the qualitatively
visual appearance of the susceptibility maps obtained. In particular, ST-TGV yielded more homogeneous susceptibilities in white
matter and ventricles while iron-rich deep gray matter structures showed better delineation. Further systematic work including
broad variation of both the TGV and ST regularization parameters is required to quantitatively analyze the performances of the
proposed algorithm.

1 De Rochefort, L. et al. MRM 60, 1003–1009 (2008)
2 Langkammer, C. et al. Neuroimage 111, 622–630 (2015)
3 Kee, Y. et al. MRM. 79, 1172–1180 (2018)
4 Brox, T. et al. in Visualization and Processing of Tensor Fields (eds. Weickert, J. & Hagen, H.) 17–47 (Springer Berlin Heidelberg,
2006)
5 Langkammer, C. et al. MRM 79:3, 1661-1673 (2018)
6 Bilgic, B. et al. Neuroimage 125, 1131–1141 (2016)
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Lo scopo di questo studio preliminare è stato quello di indagare il potenziale del Coefficiente di Diffusione Apparente (ADC)
in correlazione all'Epoca Gestazionale (EG), al fine di quantificare il normale sviluppo encefalico fetale in diverse regioni del
parenchima cerebrale in via di sviluppo.
A tale scopo, 35 encefali fetali sono stati studiati su magnete 1,5 T (Siemens Healthcare, Magnetom, Erlangen, Germania)

mediante sequenza pesata in diffusione, con valori di b di 0, 50, 200, 700 mm2/s. Sulle relative mappe ADC sono state collocate
manualmente sette ROIs a livello della Sostanza Bianca Frontale (FWM), Occipitale (OWM), Centro Semiovale (CSO), Talamo
(TH), Gangli della base (BG), Emisferi Cerebellari (CH) e Ponte (pons). Sono stati misurati i valori di ADC di ciascuna ROI per poi
ottenere i valori medi relativi al II ed al III trimestre di gestazione. Il test ANOVA unidirezionale è stato utilizzato per calcolare le
differenze tra i valori medi. L'analisi di Pearson con correzione di Bonferroni è stata utilizzata per valutare la correlazione lineare
tra i valori di ADC ed EG.
I valori di ADC di CH e Pons mostrano correlazioni negative significative con EG (R=-0.87, -0.80, rispetttivamente, p<0.0001). Una
correlazione positiva è stata trovata tra ADC ed EG in FWM (R=0.56, p<0.01). In FWM, i valori di ADC aumentato parallelamente
ad EG durante il II trimestre; al contrario, nel III trimestre i valori di ADC diminuiscono con l'aumento di EG. I valori medi ADC di
CH, Pons, FWM e BG sono significativamente diversi tra il II ed il III trimestre.
I nostri risultati appaiono in accordo con le modificazioni microstrutturali del parenchima cerebrale fetale in via di sviluppo,
riflettendo in particolare i fenomeni relativi agli iniziali processi di mielinizzazione. La conoscenza dei valori di ADC normali ha
la potenzialità di essere un utile strumento per comprendere il fisiologico sviluppo dell'encefalo fetale in termini microstrutturali,
potendo essere utile nella valutazione di sospette anomalie del SNC in epoca prenatale.
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Introduzione
Le malattie polmonari hanno un elevato impatto sulla salute della popolazione in ogni parte del mondo. Tra le tecniche basate
sull’MRI: la dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) di uso comune per visualizzare le mappe di perfusione, richiede l’uso del mezzo
di contrasto; la possibilità di utilizzare una tecnica MRI senza l'impiego di mezzo di contrasto, in grado di discriminare soggetti
patologici da soggetti sani e individuare le disfunzioni locali, può essere di grande impatto sulla capacità diagnostica negli ospedali
pediatrici, dove la giovane età dei pazienti implica requisiti maggiormente cautelativi sulla non invasività degli esami.

Materiali e metodi
Lo studio ha coinvolto 10 pazienti pediatrici di età compresa tra 5 e 10 anni con indicazione clinica alla RM toracica per lesioni
fibrotiche polmonari. A fine del protocollo d’indagine RM diagnostica e prima della somministrazione del mezzo di contrato è
stata solo acquisita una sequenza bSSFP dinamica con 200 immagini in 1 min a respiro libero. La sequenza MRI richiesta per
questi studi è di tipo balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) ottimizzata per una acquisizione veloce. Le immagini sono
state successivamente co-registrate con un algoritmo di cross-correlation. La Fourier Decomposition (FD) permette di ottenere le
frequenze caratteristiche dei picchi polmonari e cardiaci. I picchi respiratori ricavati hanno frequenze medie di 0.43 Hz, 0.81 Hz,
0.93 Hz mentre quelle cardiache sono 0.97 Hz e 1.27 Hz. Le due linee spettrali, respiratorie e cardiache, sono usate per calcolare
le mappe di ventilazione e perfusione polmonare.

Risultati
Le immagini pesate in ventilazione evidenziano i tessuti fibrotici di elevate densità, che non possono essere diagnosticate
precocemente con le tecniche di indagine classiche come la spirometria e pletismografia; le quali offrono informazioni solo sullo
stato globale del’organo. Le immagini di perfusione mostrano una marcata riduzione della vascolarizzazione nelle zone alveolari
in cui sono presenti lesioni fibrotiche.

Conclusioni
La FD consente di individuare precocemente le lesioni fibrotiche prima che comportino una misurabile insufficienza respiratoria
tramite spirometria e pletismografia nei pazienti pediatrici. Futuri studi saranno focalizzati sul calcolo della velocità di espansione
degli alveoli misurata in millimetri al minuto.
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Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping (QSM) provides a way of measuring iron concentration and myelination non-invasively,
potentially making it an important tool for the study of different pathologies, e.g. neurodegenerative diseases. However,
experimental factors and physical properties, like χ anisotropy, may impair its reliability. To use QSM as a quantitative technique in
multi-center studies and for longitudinal follow-ups, it is critical to assess its reproducibility for repeated acquisitions and different

field strength. To this purpose, recent studies have been performed for field strength up to 3T1-3 but an assessment at 7T is still
missing.

The aim of this work is to evaluate intra-scanner repeatability and inter-scanner reproducibility using high (3T) and ultra-high (7T)
field MRI systems.

Five healthy subjects underwent two QSM examinations at 3T and two at 7T. Images were acquired by using a 3D Gradient-

Recalled Multi-Echo sequence with spatial resolution=1x1x1mm3 at 3T and 0.5x0.5x1mm3 at 7T. Susceptibility maps were

obtained by following a well-established pipeline4. T1-weighted volumes for anatomical reference were acquired with a 3D IR-
prepared FSPGR sequence.
Several ROIs (optic radiation, corpus callosum, corticospinal tract, para-central region, globus pallidus, caudate nuclei, putamen
and lateral ventricles) were selected from probabilistic atlases. The ROI masks included voxels with a probability >65%. The T2*-
weighted images were registered to the T1-weighted image and then to the MNI coordinates. The inverse transformations were
applied to the ROIs to work in the original QSM space. Mean±standard deviation of χ values in each ROI were computed and
referenced to the average susceptibility in ventricles.

Voxel-based analysis, including voxels from the whole image, showed excellent intra-scanner repeatability both at 3T and 7T
(Pearson's r>0.81) and good intra-scanner reproducibility (0.76<r<0.78). The ROI-based analysis showed excellent agreement
across repeated measurement (r>0.90). The variability in each ROI was defined as the root mean square of the difference between
values in two different scans, averaged over subjects. Intra-scanner repeatability was assessed with an error of 0.004ppm at
3T and 0.005ppm at 7T, while the average inter-scanner error was 0.008ppm. The biggest error was reported in ROIs near the
borders of the image, like globus pallidus.

In conclusion, our study suggests that QSM is a suitable quantitative technique in longitudinal and cross-site studies, both at 3T
and 7T. Full brain coverage is required to maximize reproducibility.

1Deh et al, JMRI 2015
2Lin et al, AJNR 2017
3Wang et al, Sci-Rep 2017
4Lancione et al, NMRBiomed 2017
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In MR imaging, robust fat/water separation methods are key to improve the conspicuity of important anatomy and pathology. Due
to its short T1, fat appears brighter than water, hiding important anatomical details. Moreover, fat-water chemical shift causes
blurring which degrades the quality of the images.
Many techniques to avoid these problems are currently available, based on either T1 saturation or fat-water chemical shift

(Dixon)1,2. However, these methods usually do not combine these strategies and rely mostly on steady-state acquisitions.
Recent advances, including Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF), showed that transient-state acquisitions can be used
in conjunction with an exhaustive search over a precomputed dictionary of signal evolutions to improve the efficiency of multi-

parametric mapping3.
The aim of this work was to obtain a fast and robust fat-water separation with simultaneous estimation of water T1, fat T1 and fat
fraction using a transient-state acquisition and a multi-component signal model.
To calculate the signal model, we modified an MRF framework to use a combination of a water and fat dictionary. A variable TE
pattern was used in conjunction with adiabatic inversion pulse to increase the fat-water separability, combining the ideas behind
Dixon and T1 saturation methods. Radiofrequency spoiling was used to reduce the T2 sensitivity of the signal and decrease
the size of the dictionary. The technique was compared both in-vitro and in-vivo to a previously demonstrated MRF method that

incorporated three-point Dixon4. Acquisitions were performed on a GE HDxt 1.5T scanner using variable density spiral readouts
with golden-angle rotations between TR, including an 8π spoiler gradient along the z direction (FOV=22.5cm; matrix=192x192;

slice thickness=5mm). Dictionaries were computed using Extended Phase Graphs formalism5. MRF maps were obtained by inner-
product pattern matching.
Acquisition for the proposed Dictionary Based Fat-Water separation technique (DBFW-MRF) was 4x faster with respect to three-
point Dixon MRF. DBFW-MRF successfully provided fat fraction and water/fat T1 maps both in-vitro and in-vivo, achieving an
excellent agreement of fat fraction/T1 values with the reference (Concordance Correlation Coefficient: 0.998/0.999).
The DBFW-MRF technique successfully provided T1 and fat fraction quantification in under 20s/slice. Importantly, the main fat
separation approaches, T1 saturation and chemical shift, were combined in a single acquisition. These features could improve the
diagnostic quality of images in presence of fat (e.g. musculoskeletal imaging).

1Haase et al. Phys Med Biol (1985).
2Dixon. Radiology (1984).
3Ma et al. Nature (2013).
4Weigel JMRI (2015).
5Cloos et al. Nat-Commun (2016).
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SCOPO
Valutare se la presenza di edema perilesionale nelle sequenze FSE T2-pesate IDEAL correla con un maggiore grado di malignità
delle lesioni mammarie studiate con Risonanza Magnetica (RM).

MATERIALI E METODI
Da agosto 2017 a marzo 2018, 68 pazienti con diagnosi istologica di neoplasia mammaria hanno eseguito una RM mammaria su
un magnete a 3T (GE Discovery MR750) con bobina dedicata e protocollo comprendente sequenze FSE T2-pesate IDEAL, DWI
e sequenze 3D DISCO T1-pesate, prima e dopo somministrazione di mezzo di contrasto paramagnetico (0,2 ml/kg ProHance,
Bracco Imaging S.p.A.). Tra queste sono state selezionate 30 pazienti (età media 52 anni - DS 9.8) in cui è stato riscontrato edema
perilesionale, evidenziabile come iperintensità nelle sequenze FSE T2-pesate IDEAL. Le caratteristiche della neoplasia prese in
esame sono state: la dimensione, il tipo istologico e il profilo molecolare (Ki 67, espressione recettoriale ormonale e di Her-2),
sulla base del quale le neoplasie sono state suddivise in 3 sottotipi di rilevanza clinica e prognostica: Luminale A, Luminale B
e Triplo Negativo.

RISULTATI
Le neoplasie hanno presentato dimensioni medie di 28 mm (DS 14.7), con aspetto di tipo duttale infiltrante nel 83.3% dei casi e
lobulare infiltrante nel restante 16.7%. I profili molecolari delle lesioni sono risultati: Luminale A in 6 pazienti (20%), Luminale B in
16 (53.3%), Triplo Negativo in 8 (26.7%). Il riscontro di edema perilesionale è stato significativamente più frequente in associazione
a lesioni mammarie a progosi peggiore (Luminale B e Triplo Negativo), rispetto a quelle a prognosi favorevole (Luminale A) (p
< 0.0001 - test del Chi-quadrato).

CONCLUSIONI
La presenza di edema si associa in modo statisticamente significativo a forme di neoplasie mammarie più aggressive; pertanto,
il riscontro di edema perilesionale nelle sequenze FSE T2-pesate IDEAL può fornire indicazioni circa il grado di malignità e la
prognosi del tumore mammario.
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Scopo: quantificare il contrasto tardivo (LGE) e l'edema alla risonanza magnetica cardiaca (RMC) nei pazienti con miocardite acuta.
Materiali e metodi: da un totale di 96 pazienti con miocardite e frazione di eiezione conservata, che fossero stati sottoposti a RMC
in fase acuta di malattia e al follow-up, 47 sono risultati eleggibili per lo studio retrospettivo del LGE, e 25 per quello dell’edema.
Entrambi i gruppi sono stati appaiati con controlli di pari sesso ed età. Sono stati usati test non parametrici (Wilcoxon, Mann-
Whitney U). Le soglie per la diagnosi di miocardite sono state stabilite usando analisi ROC. Sono stati calcolati i likelihood ratios.
Risultati: l’LGE mediano del ventricolo sinistro era 6,4% (intervallo interquartile, IQ, 5,0#9,2%) in fase acuta, 4,4% (IQ 3,3#7,2)%
al follow-up, and 4,3% (IQ 3,0#5,3)% nei controlli, con differenze significative tra fase acuta e follow-up, e tra fase acuta e controlli
(entrambe p<0,001), ma non tra follow-up e controlli (p=0,139). All’analisi ROC è stata trovata una soglia ottimale per LGE di 5,0%,
con una sensibilità dell’87% e una specificità del 48%. L’edema era 12,8% (IQ 9,4#18,1)% in fase acuta, 7,3% (IQ 5,5#8,8)% al
follow-up, and 6,7% (IQ 5,6#8,6)% nei controlli, non differenze significative tra fase acuta e follow-up, e tra fase acuta e controlli
(entrambe p<0,001), ma non tra follow-up e controlli (p=0,900). All’analisi ROC è stata trovata una soglia ottimale per l’edema di
9,5%, con una sensibilità del 76% e una specificità dell’88%.
Conclusione: soglie quantitative per LGE ed edema possono essere utili in caso di sospetta miocardite.
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Introduction: The Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2 (Her2) is an oncogene overexpressed in 15-30% of breast cancers .
Mice engineered to express activated rat neu gene (Erbb2, orthologous of HER2) accurately mimic most of the features observed
in human HER2+ breast cancers (Conti L, Biomed Res Int. 2014) . Type I Interferons (IFN-I) are anti-viral and immuno-modulating
cytokines involved in many steps across tumor initiation and progression. IFN-I act directly on tumor cells inhibiting cell growth
and indirectly by activating immune cells to mount antitumor response. The lack the IFN-I system on neuT spontaneous tumor
showed earlier onset and increased tumor multiplicity with marked vascularization (Castiello et al Cancer Immunol Res 2018).
Purpose: To understand the metabolic pathways variations involved in spontaneous, oncogene-driven carcinogenesis occurring
in Her2/neu transgenic (neuT) mice, and to evaluate the role of endogenous IFN-I in this process.
Methods: Mice: Pure neuT and IFNAR-neuT mice were obtained by at least 12 backcrosses of BALB-neuT transgenic males
(Castiello et al Cancer Immunol Res 2018). Ex vivo MRS analyses were performed on tissue extracts at 9.4 T by using high
resolution Bruker spectrometer (Pisanu et al British J Cancer 2014). In vivo MRI/MRS measurements were performed on a Varian/
Agilent Inova system at 4.7T (Canese et al NMR Biomed 2011).
Results and discussion: By employed unbiased MRS-based metabolomics we found a significant increment of total choline
containing metabolites (tCho) level and a decrease in the glutamine/glutamate ratio in tumor samples vs normal mammary glands in
neuT mice. The IFN signaling disruption decreased the levels of ATP, lactate, NAD, histidine and aminoacids (involved of synthesis
of nucleotides, lipids and macromolecules),including tryptophan (involved in immune response). In vivo MRI/MRS analyses showed
different contrast in the T1- and T2-weighted MRI between tumors and normal breasts and the presence of high tCho and Lip/lac
signals and lower amount of total creatine and aminoacids signals in tumor versus normal breast tissues. T1- and T2-weighted MRI
of IFN disrupted signaling mice tumours detected the presence of large vessel in the tumours when compared with control tumours.
Conclusions: The overall body of our results showed that MRI/MRS represents a power tool for the detection of IFN disruption
response in experimental breast cancer models, showing unexplored metabolic and morphofunctional changes.



2-deoxy-D-glucose chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) MRI in a mouse model of Alzheimer’s Disease.
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CEST MRI technique has been recently proposed as a possible alternative to positron emission tomography (PET) in tumor
imaging. We show that also alterations in brain metabolism, typical of neurodegenerative diseases, can be detected though CEST
MRI in the APP23 mouse model of alzheimer disease.
Mice were housed on a 12-hour dark/light cycle and fasted overnight. Experiments were carried out on 20 months aged mice (n=7
APP23 and n=7 wild-type litter-mates). Mice were anesthetized with isofluorane (1.5%) in oxygen, the tail vein was cannulated
and connected to a 1g/Kg solution of 2-deoxy-d-glucose (2DG). MRI images were acquired on a 7T Bruker Biospec equipped
with a 7.2cm diameter volume coil used as the transmitter and a surface coil as the receiver. Shims were adjusted using the
MAPSHIM routine over a voxel of 5×7×7.5 mm. B0 and B1 were mapped using WASABI sequence (B1=3,7µT, t=5ms, 43 frequency
offset in the range of ±1.5p.p.m). CEST Z-Spectra were measured over 58 frequency steps in the range of  ±5 p.p.m, using a
continuous wave saturation pulse (B1=1,5µT, t=4s). Both WASABI and Z-Spectra images were acquired using a RARE read-out
(TR/TE=5000/4.3ms, RARE factor=24, slice thickness of 2 mm, matrix 45×45, FOV=16×16 mm). Three baseline Z-Spectrum were
acquired before the injection of the 2DG solution that was followed by six more z-spectrum. Both WASABI and Z-Spectra were
fitted with an in-house matlab script and the CEST enhancement was evaluated as the percent change of the area under the
asymmetry curve between 2.3p.p.m and 1p.p.m.
The two-way ANOVA analysis revealed a significant reduction in the uptake of 2DG in the brains of APP23 mice. Differences
between wild type and transgenic mice were measured in the cortex (interaction genotype×time F=3.8, p=0.0006) and in the
hippocampus area (interaction genotype×time F=2.25, p=0.03) respectively from 14 and 22 minutes after the injection and persist
for more than one hour post injection.
Results obtained show that 2DG-CEST was able to detect alterations in brain metabolism, for this reason might be proposed as

an alternative approach to 18FDG-PET in the study of neurodegenerative diseases. This work will be replicated in longitudinal
study. Further experiment might also be done to explore whether 2DG-CEST could be considered a powerful tool in drug discovery
research, able to detect variation of the glucose metabolism induced by pharmacological treatments.



Aberrant striatal anatomy and gray matter covariance networks in the CNTNAP2 mouse model of autism
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INTRODUCTION. CNTNAP2 is an autism-associated gene that encodes CASPR2, a trans-membrane cell-adhesion protein.
CNTNAP2 deficient mice exhibit decrease in dendritic arborization and spine development, as well as autistic-like motor stereotypy
and hyperactivity, and reduced prefrontal connectivity. The broad spectrum of phenotypic alteration observed in carriers of
homozygous CNTNAP2 mutations suggests the involvement of distributed brain substrates in the phenotypic expression of this
condition. However, attempts to identify the brainwide substrates affected by CNTANP2 via imaging of human carriers of CNTNAP2
polymorphisms, have produced inconsistent result, possibly reflecting clinical heterogeneity in the mutations mapped. To probe a
mechanistic involvement of CNTNAP2 in shaping gray matter (GM) volume and trophic dynamics occurring between connected
brain regions - known as structural covariance MRI (scMRI) networks - we used high resolution structural MRI in Cntnap2-/- and
control mice.
METHODS. High-resolution morpho-anatomical T2-weighted MR imaging of ex-vivo Cntnap+/+ (n=10) and Cntnap-/- (n=14)
mouse brains was performed at 7 Tesla, using a FLASH sequence with voxel size of 70 µm. Inter-group differences in local
volumes were mapped with VBM and volumetric anatomical labelling. To confirm regional location of morphometric alterations in
the striatum, a vertex-wise shape analysis was employed. We also used seed-based mapping to probe growth dynamics between
brain regions (structural covariance network mapping - scMRI).
RESULTS. High-resolution VBM mapping revealed focal bilateral areas of increased GM volume in dorsal striatum and
hippocampal formation, as well as a decrease GM volume in the cerebellum and VTA in Cntnap2-/- mice compared to wild-
type littermates (t> |2|, pc<0.01). Importantly, striatal shape analysis revealed the presence of aberrant striatal enlargement in
Cntnap2-/- mice, with an outward bilateral displacements in the dorsomedial surface of this structure, a key site for habitual and
repetitive behaviour in human and rodents. Analogous effects were observed using anatomical labelling. ScMRI network analysys
revealed a dramatic reorganization of striatal gray matter in mutants, with an aberrant involvement of subcortical and prefrontal
substrates (t>3.5, pc=0.01).
CONCLUSIONS. Here we show that homozygous mice lacking CNTNAP2 exhibit macroscale volumetric alterations in the striatum
and other subcortical regions previously associated with autism. Our data also provide a mechanistic link between CNTNAP2
deficiency and gray matter dynamics, supporting the view that hyperactivity and motor stereotypy exhibited by these mice could
be generated by defective network-level interactions between basal ganglia and neighbouring subcortical regions.



Increased functional connectivity in the SOD1(G93A) animal model of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis: a rs-fMRI study
at 4.7T
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INTRODUCTION
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurodegenerative disease that affects the motor system. The heterogeneous nature
of ALS makes accurate diagnosis a continuous challenge, hence the investigation of biomarkers that could facilitate diagnosis and
evaluate the efficacy of therapy is crucial. The SOD1(G93A) is a robust experimental model for ALS and we have recently applied
MRI to investigate brain morphological alterations along the course of the disease (1). Morphological MRI of brain and spinal cord
is the most useful neuroimaging modality in ALS but functional MRI has been recently considered.
Several resting-state fMRI studies (rsfMRI) have revealed functional connectivity abnormalities: some reported reduced functional
connectivity (FC), others increased FC and others mixed results. Such incoherences are due to methodological differences and
clinical heterogeneity of patients.
In this contest, in-vivo preclinical studies on experimental models of ALS represent a useful tool to investigate the disease
progression, identify therapy targets and validate the efficacy of novel treatments.
METHODS
A total of n=26 female mice were used. rs-fMRI was performed at the onset and at the end-stage of disease. rs-fMRI images were
acquired with a 4.7T tomograph using an EPI sequence for a total acquisition time of 6 minutes. The timeseries of the BOLD signal
were used for a region-by-region analysis (brain was parcellated in 38 regions). We evaluated the correlation coefficient between
the signal time-profiles of each region-pair. These correlation coefficients were then tested against the null hypothesis (i.e. mean
correlation coefficient equal to zero) using t-test to count the number of region-pairs that are functionally connected.
RESULTS
rs-fMRI revealed functional connectivity differences between SOD1(G93A) and WT mice both at the onset and at the end stage
of the disease. At the onset we identified 338 and 198 region-pairs significantly correlated for the SOD1(G93A) and WT groups
respectively. At the end stage we identified 355 and 208 region-pairs significantly correlated for the SOD1(G93A) and WT groups
respectively. All data have been corrected for multiple comparisons.
CONCLUSIONS
Our results showed increased connectivity in SOD1(G93A) mice when compared to WT that can be interpreted as a compensatory
phenomenon. At the best of our knowledge, this is the first in vivo rs-fMRI study in an animal model of ALS. One limitation of this
study is the relatively low magnetic field that could have limited the sensitivity to rsfMRI alterations.
1) Bontempi et al., Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (2018)



NEMA tests on a whole-body TOF PET/MR scanner with and without simultaneous MR pulse sequences
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In this work we present the characterization of the physical performance of the fully integrated PET/MR whole body system SIGNA
PET/MRI (General Electric Hearthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA), following the NEMA NU 2-2012 standards. All the measurements,
except count rate performance, have been performed first, in the PET-only mode, without the simultaneous MR acquisition (MR-
idle), then with two different MR pulse sequences on (MR-pulsing). One pulse sequence was a LAVA-Flex that was chosen because
it is used for the PET attenuation correction in most of the regions on the whole body PET acquisitions. The following acquisition
parameters were used: TR/TE1/TE2= 4/1.1/2.2ms; FOV= 50x37.5cm; matrix= 256x128, slice thickness= 5.2mm. The second MR
pulse sequence was an EPI SE DTI because this pulse sequence is particularly stressful for the system gradient coils, especially
with high b-values. The following parameters were used: TR = 4420ms, TE = 110ms, FOV=240x240, matrix=128x128, slice

thickness = 5mm, b-value s= 0-1000 s/mm2, number of directions of the diffusion gradients= 6. According to the N-02 standards,
the characterization of the SIGNA PET/MRI scanner yielded the following results: 1) Transverse (axial) spatial resolution (FWHM)
(1cm and 10cm off axis): 4,35(5,67)mm and 5.05(7,29)mm; 2) Sensitivity (average at 0cm and 10cm): 22,31cps/kBq; 3) Scatter
fraction: 42,16; 4) NEC peak rate: 225 kcps at 16,2kBq/cc using k=1 in the NEC formula for random coincidences estimation.
5) Residual error from attenuation and scatter corrections was 1.9%; 6) The average energy resolution was 10,3% and the time
resolution was 375ps. In the IQ tests, we found the contrast recovery for the sphere of 10mm for 4:1 ratio equal to 46.5 and the
lung error = 1.9. When we turned on the MR pulse sequences and we repeated the measurements simultaneously with PET,
the correspondent values (with MR on and off) were very similar in all the tests (less than 5% of difference) except the IQ tests
where some measurements showed up to 16% of differences. All the measurements were within in the ranges of acceptance
according to NEMA standards. In conclusions, the SIGNA PET/MRI system shows very good performances and MR do not modify
PET measurements.



Image acceleration effects on fMRI-based Functional Connectivity in simultaneous PET/MRI
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Purpose.
Resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI) allows in-vivo characterization of brain’s functional connectivity (FC) and description of resting
networks (RSNs). Multi-Band EPI (MB-EPI) sequences can help to remove confound effects on FC by improving temporal noise
characterization. However, the impact of acceleration on FC have been poorly investigated. In this work, we characterized FC
structural changes in a test/retest rs-fMRI protocol with varying MB and/or Parallel Imaging factors.
Materials and Methods.
Five healthy participants (25.2 ± 4.3 y) scanned on a Siemens Biograph mMR 3T (12-channel head coil) collecting six test/retest
rs-fMRI runs (MB-EPI, 600 volumes), with MB=2 and axial orientation (2 runs) or MB=3 along coronal (4 runs) along with spin-echo
images for distortion correction and T1w-MPRAGE (1 mm isotropic) as brain parcellation reference. Rs-fMRI data was standardly
pre-processed, sampled over a surface-based atlas and Pearson cross-correlated to obtain FC matrices. To measure changes in
signal variances that can affect Pearson correlation we calculated temporal Signal to Noise Ratio (tSNR) and PICSO metrics at
parcel level. FC values were linearly regressed to tSNR and PICSO (multiplying involved areas) to describe noise effects, with a
categorical covariate to describe slice orientation effects. Statistical FC differences were investigated with ANOVA-1w test, FDR
correction (0.05 level).
Results.
Significant FC differences were found between different settings describing a monotonically decreasing FC with the total
acceleration and affecting sensory-motor, cingulo-opercular, ventral, default mode and subcortical networks. A significant linear
association between FC amplitude and both tSNR and PICSO products was respectively found in 75.3%, 67.2% of setting-affected
FC edges. The slicing orientation covariate dropped these associations to 17.4% and 24.0% of setting-affected edges.
Discussion.
Increasing acceleration factors in FC studies can improve the removal of physiological confounds but it also lowers FC amplitudes in
many relevant RSNs. Observed differences were mostly related to an increased noise propagation due to increased accelerations
over the three settings used. tSNR and PICSO sensitivity to temporal variance led to attribute these effects to noise propagation
rather than subject-level effects. These results point toward PICSO metric to consistently describe FC structural alterations in
single-subject FC studies.
Conclusion.
Brain’s FC can be structurally altered in relevant RNSs by the image acceleration. Noise arguments predicted these differences
but they describe a non trivial interplay between signal temporal variance over FC estimation.



Sviluppo di uno score radiologico per l’estensione extra-capsulare del cancro alla prostata. Studio con correlazione
anatomo-patologica delle immagini di risonanza magnetica multiparametrica (RMmp).
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SCOPO DELLO STUDIO: Sviluppare uno score di estensione extra-capsulare (EPEIS = Extra-Prostatic Extension Imaging Score)
del cancro alla prostata, valido anche in un contesto di diagnosi precoce, basato sulla RMmp. Esso fornirebbe agli urologi
un’informazione facilmente comprensibile e potrebbe essere inserito all’interno dei nomogrammi comunemente utilizzati per la
prognosi e per programmare il più corretto iter terapeutico.
MATERIALI E METODI: Sono stati arruolati consecutivamente 34 pazienti che si erano sottoposti alla RMmp precedentemente
alla prostatectomia radicale (PR), in un periodo da gennaio 2015 ad agosto 2017. Tutti i pazienti sono stati sottoposti a RMmp
eseguita con campo magnetico ed elevata intensità (3T) il cui protocollo prevedeva sequenze T2-pesate su piani coronale ed
assiale, DWI con 4 valori di “b” fino ad un massimo di 2000 s/mm2, e sequenze di perfusione T1-pesate dopo somministrazione
e.v. di m.d.c. Due radiologi esperti di apparato genito-urinario hanno retrospettivamente assegnato a tutti gli esami un T-staging,
in accordo con le linee guida ESUR, ed un EPEIS, basato principalmente sui criteri di stadiazione del PIRADSv2, il cui punteggio
va da 0 a 5. Sono stati confrontati i dati con l’analisi istologica delle prostatectomie, valutate da un anatomo-patologo esperto
nella patologia uro-genitale.
RISULTATI: Nel 41% dei pazienti la prostatectomia ha individuato un’estensione extra-capsulare. Sono stati confrontati EPEIS e
T-staging calcolando i principali indicatori diagnostici (sensibilità, specificità, VPP, VPN) e realizzando le curve ROC con relativa
AUC. L’EPEIS (AUC=0.80 [0.63-0.96]) ha dimostrato una miglior performance diagnostica del T-staging (AUC=0.73 [0.55-0.91]).
Per stabilire il miglior cut-off di EPEIS è stato utilizzato l’indice di Youden, mentre per valutare la riproducibilità dello score è stato
il coefficiente “k” di Cohen che ha mostrato una buon grado di accordo fra i due lettori (0.65).
CONCLUSIONI: L’EPEIS ha dimostrato di essere un promettente indicatore di estensione extra-capsulare del cancro alla prostata
anche in un contesto di diagnosi precoce non rimandando alla parola tumore al contrario del T-staging. Può inoltre essere
facilmente interpretato dagli urologi ed inserito in appropriati nomogrammi.



PIrec-RADS score: valutazione sistematica della recidiva del carcinoma prostatico
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Scopo: Creazione del PIrec-RADS score, una metodologia standardizzata per acquisire, interpretare e refertare la RM
multiparametrica (mpRM) in caso di aumento del PSA nel sospetto di recidiva loco-regionale dopo trattamento (prostatectomia,
radioterapia e terapia focale) del tumore prostatico.
Materiali e Metodi: Standardizzazione di un protocollo di acquisizione con sequenze morfologiche e funzionali (sequenze pesate in
T2, in diffusione e sequenze dinamiche) mirate allo studio della loggia prostatica (in caso di prostatectomia) o della prostata post-
trattamento (in caso di radioterapia o di terapia focale) e creazione del PIrec-RADS score, un sistema di valutazione strutturato
in 5 punti (da 1 a 5, con probabilità crescente) per determinare il rischio di recidiva loco-regionale sulla base della valutazione
delle sequenze eseguite.
Risultati: I trattamenti primari del carcinoma prostatico determinano importanti cambiamenti a livello della prostata/tessuto
prostatico residuo, che possono generare difficoltà di valutazione delle immagini. Il PIrec-RADS ha lo scopo di standardizzare il
protocollo di acquisizione e facilitare l'interpretazione dei reperti riscontrati nella mpRM della prostata post-trattamento, indicando
per ogni reperto un punteggio da 1 a 5 proporzionale alla probabilità di recidiva loco-regionale.
Conclusioni: PIrec-RADS potrebbe standardizzare il sistema di interpretazione e classificazione dei reperti esprimendo la
probabilità di recidiva loco-regionale, a favore di un corretto e rapido iter diagnostico-terapeutico.



RM MAMMARIA CON GADOTERIDOLO: VALUTAZIONE DEL POTENZIAMENTO GHIANDOLARE DI FONDO (BPE) A DUE
DIVERSE VELOCITÀ DI FLUSSO.
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Scopo:
Confrontare due velocità di somministrazione di gadoteridolo (ProHance, Bracco Imaging), rispettivamente 3ml/s e 2ml/s, nella
RM mammaria al fine di valutare eventuali differenze in termini di BPE.

Materiali e Metodi:
Da Dicembre 2017 a Marzo 2018 sono state arruolate 48 pazienti che avevano in programma una RM mammaria. Le pazienti
hanno ricevuto, in maniera casuale, 0.1 mmol/kg di gadoteridolo per via ev ad una velocità di flusso di 3ml/s oppure 2ml/s in
bolo. E' stato utilizzato un magnete a 3T, con protocollo standard per la mammella che includeva sequenze assiali Disco T1 3D
GE acquisite prima e 9 volte dopo contrasto, ad intervalli di 40 secondi. Le immagini sono state valutate in consensus da due
radiologi con 4 e 10 anni di esperienza in RM mammaria che hanno assegnato uno score da 1 a 4 per il grado di BPE. E' stato
inoltre valutato il profilo di sicurezza.

Risultati:
I due gruppi sono risultati omogenei per caratteristiche anagrafiche e punteggio BIRADS.
Il gruppo che ha ricevuto il gadoteridolo a 3ml/s ha riportato valori di BPE significativamente più bassi: 83% BPE 1 e 17% BPE 2,
nessun BPE 3 o 4. Il gruppo che ha ricevuto il flusso di 2ml/s invece ha riportato valori di BPE significativamente più alti: 34% con
BPE 1, 44% con BPE 2, 19% con BPE 3 e 3% con BPE 4. Non ci sono stati casi di reazioni avverse al mdc.

Conclusioni:
Benché si tratti di dati preliminari, il nostro lavoro suggerisce che la somministrazione di gadoteridolo ad un flusso più alto, pari
a 3ml/s, possa offrire dei vantaggi rispetto ad un flusso di 2ml/s riducendo significativamente il BPE e diminuendo, pertanto, il
riscontro di falsi positivi e negativi.



Ruolo della risonanza magnetica mammaria nella valutazione del CDIS: valore prognostico delle caratteristiche di
potenziamento post-contrastografico.
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Obiettivi:
Correlare le caratteristiche del potenziamento post-contrastografico del carcinoma duttale in situ (CDIS) in Risonanza Magnetica
(RM) con il grading della lesione.

Materiali e Metodi:
Sono state incluse nello studio 42 pazienti con diagnosi istologica di CDIS e che, tra marzo 2012 e dicembre 2017, avevano
effettuato una RM mammaria per la valutazione dell'estensione della malattia.
Tutte le lesioni sono state classificate in base alle caratteristiche morfologiche: potenziamento di tipo mass o non-mass (focale,
lineare, segmentale e regionale), potenziamenti unifocali, multifocali o multicentrici e tali caratteristiche sono state correlate con
il grading della lesione.

Risultati:
Su un totale di 42 pazienti sono state confermate istologicamente 46 lesioni, di cui 6 presentavano un potenziamento di tipo mass
e 40 non-mass. Delle 40 lesioni di tipo non-mass si è osservato un potenziamento segmentale in 12 casi, regionale in 13, lineare
in 11 e di tipo focale in 4 casi.
Su un totale di 42 pazienti, 11 presentavano una malattia unifocale, 9 multifocale e 22 multicentrica.
L'esame istologico ha rilevato in 32 pazienti un CDIS di alto grado (G3), in 12 pazienti di grado moderato (G2) e in 2 di basso
grado (G1).
L'analisi statistica non ha mostrato associazioni statisticamente significative tra tipologia di potenziamento e grading. Si è
osservata, tuttavia, una lieve tendenza dei tumori in situ di alto grado (G3) a presentarsi in forma multicentrica e con potenziamento
segmentale.

Conclusioni:
Sebbene nel nostro studio non siano state individuate correlazioni statisticamente significative tra il grading istologico e le
caratteristiche RM, ma solo una tendenza all'associazione dei tumori di alto grado con il potenziamento segmentale, una
popolazione di studio più ampia potrebbe essere utile per ottenere una significatività statistica.



Brain-wide mapping of intrinsic network dynamics in the mouse brain reveals recurrent and oscillating Co-activation
Patterns
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Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI) has proven a powerful tool to investigate functional neural networks
via spontaneous Blood-Oxygen-Level Dependent (BOLD) signals. Human rsfMRI research has shown that spentaneous network
activity undergoes spatio-temporal reconfigurations recapitulating a finite number of behaviorally relevant functional systems,
which can be related to higher-order cognitive processes. By mapping the repertoire of spontaneous co-activation states, here we
show that analogous configurations occur in rsfMRI datasets of the mouse brain. We used clustering analysis to sort and selectively
average rsfMRI activity time-frames into distinct and recurrent patterns of non-stationary co-activation and co-deactivation. We
describe a reduced number of reproducible and stable states encompassing co-occurrence of previously described intrinsic
connectivity networks of the mouse brain, including integrative (default-mode, salience) as well as motor-sensory and sub-cortical
networks. Notably, inverse co-occurrence of default-mode and latero-cortical networks was a prominent feature of many of the
identified states, suggesting a competing relationship between these two macroscale neural systems and recapitulating a cardinal
feature of human network dynamics. We also show that most states can be clssified into opposing "state" and "anti-state" pairs
characterized by contrasting patterns of spontaneous fMRI activity, and exhibiting clear oscillatory dynamics. Using a novel
common temporal reference determined by global fMRI signal fluctuations, we document how state transitions occur at specific
phases of the global fMRI signal oscillations. Our findings suggest that brain-wide network reconfiguration involves oscillatory
transitions between recurrent functional states, and provide a novel interpretative framework for the emergence and modelling of
macroscale network dynamics. Collectively, our results suggest the presence of dynamic macroscale network reconfigurations as
a fundamental evolutionary-conserved principle of mammalian cortical activity, and pave the way to targeted investigations of the
neural drivers of these states via interventional approaces in rodent models.
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Abstract
Recent studies showed that Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are characterized by an alteration of intrinsic functional connectivity
measured by rs-fMRI [1]. Since connectivity alterations are related to age [2], we selected for this analysis a cohort of children
under 13 years old, age at which strong developmental changes in brain organization occur. The selection of a limited age range
and the need for a suitable statistical power lead to carry out rs-fMRI analysis on multicentric data, e.g. the Autism Brain Imaging
Data Exchange (ABIDE) database [3,4]. However, multisite data introduce sources of variability due to different scanning protocols.
In order to minimize the impact of heterogeneity on results we chose to work on more homogeneous groups according to eyes
status during the fMRI acquisition and sex. In our analysis only male children with open eyes (n=187) were included from the most
numerous ABIDE I sites (KKI, NYU, UCLA, UM), composed by data balanced for diagnostic categories. Functional connectivity
was calculated in terms of Pearson correlation coefficients between time-series, extracted from brain regions parcellated according
to Harvard Oxford atlas (HO). Non redundant connectivity matrix values, normalized to Fisher scores, were then fed to a classifier
(m=5995). Linear support vector machine (L-SVM) was chosen as machine learning classifier to differentiate ASD from typical
developing controls in a 10-fold-cross-validation scheme. The classification, repeated 10 times, was evaluated in terms of area
under the ROC curve (AUC) both in multisite and in single site analyses. The mean and standard deviation of the classification
performance were: AUC=0.73 ± 0.12 for the whole-sample, and AUC(KKI)=0.55 ± 0.34, AUC(NYU)=0.65 ± 0.25, AUC(UCLA)=0.67
± 0.30 and AUC(UM)=0.73 ± 0.25 for the single sites. A permutation test (p<0.01) was carried out to identify the most significant
features for each dataset and to elicit common features across sites. If we considered the whole sample, the majority of involved
functional nodes were in the unimodal subdivision, according to Mesulam functional classification [5]. However, the number of
common features identified as altered across sites was very small. Results obtained from L-SVM classification and permutation
test suggest that larger sample sizes and a better stratification of the population according to more homogeneous parameters
are needed.
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Introduction

A major goal in Alzheimer (AD) research is to help diagnose the disease at early stages. Biomarkers have proven useful (Palmqvist,
2015), however little is known about their relationship with MRI measures, lately proposed as diagnostic tools (Johnson et al. 2012).
Here we assessed the structural covariance of the Default Mode Network (DMN), due to its specificity in characterizig AD (Seeley
et al. 2009), in a sample of amnestic Mild Cognitive Impairment (aMCI) patients with different risk of developing AD determined
using biomarkers. We investigated their association with morpohometric measures to provide insights about neuroimaging markers
of prodromal AD.

Materials and Methods

Participants: 144 aMCI patients were recruited for the Pharmacog project (Galluzzi et al. 2016) at 13 sites across Europe. Groups
of high risk (n=81) and low risk (n=63) of developing AD were defined using cerebrospinal-fluid (CSF) levels of AD biomarkers
(Amyloid-beta42 and tau-protein) and APOE4 allele expression (Marizzoni et al. 2017).

Image acquisition: T1 weighted images were acquired on 3.0T MRI scanners of different vendors using an harmonized
morphometry protocol (Jovicich et al. 2013).

Preprocessing: CAT12 (http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat/) was used to segment T1 images in gray matter (GM), white matter and
CSF. GM maps were then normalized to a standard DARTEL MNI template and smoothed (8 mm FWHM). Cortical thickness (CT)
was calculated using a projection based algorithm. Resulting surfaces were resampled to a standard space and smoothed (15
mm FWHM). Quality control did not discard any image.

Covariance analysis: a seed Partial Least Squares (PLS, Krishnan et al. 2011) was conducted to investigate the structural (GM
and CT) covariance of the DMN using PLSgui (https://www.rotman-baycrest.on.ca/index.php?section=84). The posterior cingulate
cortex was selected as the main node of the DMN. We obtained a score (CovScore) for each subject reflecting its contribution to
the group covariance pattern, which was used to compare the groups with an independent samples t-test.



Results

Both analysis identified a covariance pattern comparable to the DMN, consistent with previous findings (Spreng & Turner, 2013).
CT CovScores were significantly higher (t(142)=2.48, p=.01) in low risk patients (M=606±33) than high risk (M=592±34), while GM
density CovScores were not able to differentiate the groups (t(142)=1.02, p=.3).

Discussion

This study indicates that structural covariance of the DMN is associated with the presence of early AD biomarkers before diagnosis
and may provide a better estimator of prodromal AD compared to GM density.
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Introduction

The use of Multivariate Granger Causality (MVGC) in estimating directed BOLD connectivity is still controversial, mostly because
of the intrinsic low temporal resolution of BOLD data and the slow haemodynamic response of the neurovascular coupling. We
explore the performance of MVGC on realistic complex network models and synthetically generated BOLD data based on in silico
neuronal populations interlinked by realistic neuronal fiber bundles which exert compounded directed influences and cascade into
Baloon-model-like neurovascular coupling. Characterizing MVGC detection performances in silico then allows us to understand
the robustness of in vivo results.

Theory and Methods

A dynamical system is said to Granger-cause another if information from the past of the former allows better prediction of the future
of the latter. MVGC which measures the causal (i.e. directional) couplings trength between any two timeseries while eliminating
spurious causal effects due to indirect paths between ant two nodes in the network.

Synthetic data simulations:
In order to quantify the performance of MVGC in detecting true causal connections within complex directed networks, we deployed
a massive synthetic data simulation setup to generate realistic BOLD data from a family of 20-node networks with multiple densities
[1]. Each node represents a small cortical volume [2], equipped with its own simulated locally coupled neuronal dynamics, and
nodes are also interconnected through simulated synaptic dynamics. Theread out variable of every node is a synthetic BOLD signal
derived from a physiological inspired model [3]. At each density we compute the area under the receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve (AUC), and positive predictive value (PPV) for the top 1% connections in strength.

Directed Connectome of the Human Brain:
After validation, MVGC was assessed on in-vivo fMRI data from 100 unrelated subjects made available by the HCP. After pre-
processing the average BOLD signal was extracted in 116 regions of interest (ROIs) using the Automated Anatomical Labeling
atlas. We then evaluated MVGC between every couple of ROI-averaged BOLD signals, obtaining a 116x116 non-symmetric inter-
subject median matrix of MVGC strength and retaining only top 1% connections. A normalized causality “flow” was defined to
summarizes the prevailing direction of causality, net of changes in overall causality strength.

Results and discussion

Synthetic networks:
Simulations demonstrate the suitability of the MVGC approach in detecting true causal links among the top 1% within complex,
physiologically inspired directed neural networks of various densities. While the AUC for the MVGC-based detection decreases
steeply and almost monotonically with increasing density, the PPV has a sharp rise at low densities and keeps near unity for all
densities greater than 0.02. These two factors combined ensure that we have little to no false positives in our in vivo results.

In-vivo causal connectome of the human brain:
In vivo MVGC showed: 1) highly robust uni-directional functional connectivity interactions from ipsilateral parietal cortices to
prefrontal regions (but not viceversa); 2) significant inter-hemispheric bi-directional functional connectivity between fronto-frontal,
parieto-parietal, temporo-temporal, and occipito-occipital cortices.

Conclusions

Directionality of the functional connectivity effects that typically emerge in rs-fMRI studies should be interpreted with caution unless
the specific causal and directional relationship across different brain areas is explicitly assessed. We have shown in silico that
the top 1 percentile of a BOLD directed connectivity matrix has a PPV very close to 1, and demonstrate from rich HCP data that
functional interactions between parietal and prefrontal cortices are not symmetrical, but consists of directional connectivity from
parietal areas to prefrontal cortices rather than vice versa.

[1] Duggento, A. et Al., 2018. Scientific reports, 8(1).
[2] Izhikevich, E.M., 2003. IEEE Transactions on neural networks, 14(6).
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RM toracica veloce come alternative alla radiografia del torace: valutazione retrospettiva di 287 pazienti
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Obiettivo
Comparare l'esame RM del torace eseguito utilizzando la sola sequenza HASTE, con la radiografia del torace (RX)
nell'individuazione dei reperti cardiaci e non cardiaci.

Materiale e metodi
Gli esami HASTE-MRI e RX di 287 pz sono stati rivalutati da 2 lettori indipendenti che hanno riportato la presenza di: noduli
polmonari, versamenti polmonari, infiltrazioni polmonari, dilatazione del cuore e dell'aorta. Il detection rate (DR), la concordanza
fra le tecniche e la concordanza fra i lettori è stata calcolara.

Risultati
Noduli polmonari: DR del 1,7% per entrambe le tecniche (concordanza perfetta); mentre la concordanza fra i lettori è stata perfetta
per l'esame HASTE-MRI (k=1.000) e modesta per la RX (k=0.393).
Versamento polmonare: DR alla HASTE-MRI (19.1%) più alto (p<0.001) della RX (13,9%), con una concordanza fra le tencniche
quasi perfetta (k=0,812). Concordanza fra i lettori quasi perfetta (k=0,902) alla HASTE-MRI e sostanziale (k=0.773) alla RX.
Infiltrazioni polmonari: DR alla HASTE-MRI (8,4%) equivalente (p=0.625) alla RX (7,7%) con una concordanza quasi perfetta fra
le tecniche (k=0.905). Concordanza moderata tra i lettori sia alla HASTE-MRI (k=0,639) sia alla RX (k=0,554).
Dilatazione del miocardio: DR alla HASTE-MRI (45,3%) quasi minore (p=0,057) della RX (48,1%), con una concordanza quasi
perfetta fra le tecniche (k=0,902). Concordanza sostanziale fra i lettori sia alla HASTE-MRI (k=0,798) sia alla RX (k=0,744).
Dilatazione dell'aorta: DR alla HASTE-MRI (17,7%) maggiore (p<0,001) della RX (9,7%), con una concordanza sostanziale fra le
tecniche (k=0,648); concordanza moderata fra i lettori sia alla HASTE-MRI (k=0,724) sia alla RX (k=0,346).

Conclusioni:
La HASTE-MRI e la RX del torace hanno una DR comparabile nella rilevazione dei reperti cardiaci e non cardiaci.



Caratteristiche RM dei tumori triplo-negativo della mammella (Triple Negative Breast Cancer, TNBC). Può la RM predire
la diagnosi istologica?
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SCOPO
Valutare le caratteristiche RM del tumore triplo negativo (TNBC) , in particolare nelle sequenze post-MDC, nelle sequenze T2-
pesate ed in quelle pesate in diffusione, confrontandole con i dati in letteratura.

MATERIALI E METODI
26 pazienti con TNBC confermati istologicamente hanno eseguito un esame RM su un magnete 3T (GE Discovery MR 750)
con bobina e protocollo dedicati per lo studio della mammella. In particolare abbiamo valutato: necrosi intralesionale ed edema
perilesionale nelle sequenze T2-pesate; tipologia di potenziamento (mass like vs non mass like), margini della lesione e presenza
di rim enhanchement nelle immagini T1-pesate sottratte. E stata analizzata la correlazione tra la media delle dimensioni delle
lesioni  e la  presenza di necrosi, rim- enhancement ed edema perilesionale e tra la presenza di necrosi, rim- enhancement ed
edema perilesionale con i valori di ADC.

RISULTATI
Il rim-enhancement è stato riscontrato nel 69,2 % dei TNBC, il potenziamento mass like nel 92,3%, la necrosi intralesionale nel
43% e la morfologia regolare nel 65,4%. Il valore medio di ADC  calcolato è stato di 1,04x10 -3 mm2/s (SD 0,23). Le curve Is/
T, sono risultate di tipo 3 (wash in precoce e wash out) nel 71,4 % delle lesioni e di tipo 2 (wash in e plateau) nel 29,6%. Non
sono state osservate curve di tipo 1. Non è stata rilevata una differenza statisticamente significativa tra le dimensioni medie delle
lesioni (34 mm,SD 16,2 mm) nelle sottopopolazioni che presentavano necrosi, rim enhancement ed edema perilesionale, nè tra
i valori di ADC e la presenza di edema perilesionale e rim-enhancement.

CONCLUSIONI
Nel nostro studio i TNBC presentano potenziamento di tipo mass, forma e margini regolari e sono dotati di rim-enhancement
concordando con i dati presenti in letteratura. I TNBC sono tumori molto aggressivi e presentano caratteristiche di benignità in RM.
L'elevato segnale nelle immagini T2-pesate dovuto alla necrosi intralesionale è associato con una scarsa risposta a chemioterapia
neoadiuvante.



USO DELL’ INTRAVOXEL INCOHERENT MOTION (IVIM) NEL MONITORAGGIO DELLA RISPOSTA TERAPEUTICA NEI
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Scopo
Analisi dei dati IVIM nella valutazione della risposta terapeutica per valutare il loro ruolo nel monitoraggio della risposta terapeutica
nei pazienti con Fibrosi Cistica (FC) ed esacerbazione respiratoria (RTE)
Materiale e metodi
Tra il 2011 ed il 2013, 56 pazienti con CF sono stati arruolati, divisi in due gruppi, con RTE (29 pazienti) ed un gruppo di
controllo (27 pazienti). Sono state acquisite immagini DWI con 11 valori di b (da 0 a 800) in due intervalli, baseline e follow-
up: prima e dopo terapia nei pazienti con RTE e a distanza di 2 settimane nel gruppo di controllo. Nel post-processing si è
provveduto alla compensazione del movimento respiratorio e generazione dei parametri IVIM (D, D*, f). I dati ottenuti sono stati
statisticamente analizzati con Mann-Whitney U tests (RTE vs controlli), Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (differenza tra baseline e
follow-up) e Spearman’s rank coefficient (correlazione con i dati clinici di RTE).
Risultati
Al baseline, D* era significativamente superiore nel gruppo RTE (p=0.008). Nel gruppo RTE, una riduzione significativa nel D* era
osservata tra il baseline ed il follow-up (p=0.036), mentre era stabile nei controlli. Correlazione significative era anche osservata
tra D* e dati clinici.
Conclusioni
D* è un promettente biomarker nella valutazione della risposta terapeutica nei pazienti con FC ed RTE



Mp-MRI reporting for the follow-up of men on active surveillance protocols for prostate cancer: initial experience with
the PRECISE case report form.
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Objective: To validate the PRECISE recommendations for multiparametric-Magnetic Resonance Imaging (mpMRI) for monitoring
and imaging re-classification of prostate cancer patients on active surveillance protocols.

Materials and Methods: Seventy-three patients (age 53-79 years) with prior diagnosis of Gleason 6 (3 + 3) prostate cancer were
included in an active surveillance program consisting of mpMRI evaluations at 12-months intervals. Inclusion criteria consisted
of PSA density < 0.15 ng/ml/cc and PSA > 2 ng/ml. Exclusion criteria consisted of PSA > 10 ng/ml and previous treatments for
prostate cancer. Image analysis was based on the PRECISE case report model and reported using PI-RADS v2 scoring system.
Imaging follow-up focused on changes on the PI-RADS score, change in size and/or characteristics of the index lesion and the
likelihood of extra-prostatic extension. When foci suspicious for progression were observed, patients underwent TRUS-MRI fusion
targeted biopsy. Patients with stable findings at mp-MRI continued the regular imaging follow-up schedule.

Results: Mean follow-up duration was 24 months. Out of 73 patients, 60 (82%) had stable imaging findings at follow-up, confirming
baseline PI-RADS score. Six out of 73 patients (8%) had a decreased PI-RADS score at follow-up compared to baseline. Seven
out of 73 patients (10%) had an increased PI-RADS score and underwent targeted biopsy, which confirmed a higher Gleason
score in 6/7 cases (86%).

Conclusions: The PRECISE case report form is an appropriate method for the standardization of serial imaging evaluations of
men on active surveillance programs. Its use allowed to identify patients with imaging progression and to direct them to repeat
targeted biopsy.



Studio della placenta normale in vivo: ruolo del modello IVIM come marker del normale accrescimento placentare.
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Lo scopo di questo studio è stato quello di indagare il potenziale del modello IVIM (Intravoxel Incoherent Motion) per quantificare
i valori di microperfusione e di diffusione nella placenta normale, in correlazione all'Epoca Gestazionale (EG).
31 gravidanze normali sono state sottoposte ad esame RM su magnete 1.5 T (Siemens Healthcare, Magnetom Avanto, Erlangen,
Germania). Il protocollo di studio includeva sequenze Spin-Echo EPI utilizzando 10 diversi valori di b (0, 10, 30, 50, 75, 100, 150,
400, 700, 1000 mm2/s), con le seguenti specifiche: TR/TE: 4000/79 ms; bandwidth: 1628 Hz/px; matrice: 192x192; spessore di
slice: 4 mm; numero di slice 30. Sei ROIs sono state manualmente collocate in ciascuna placenta, sia per il versante fetale che per
quello materno: ROI centrale (C-ROI), ROI periferica (P-ROI) e ROI ombelicale (U-ROI). Il software Siemens MR Body Diffusion
Toolbox è stato utilizzato per ottenere mappe di D, f e D*. Il test di Pearson con correzione di Bonferroni è stato eseguito per
studiare la correlazione tra D, D* f con EG, Body Mass Index (BMI) e Glicemia Basale (bG).
La frazione di perfusione f calcolata nelle 3 ROIs fetali è significativamente superiore a quella quantificata nelle ROI materne.
Correlazioni positive significative sono state trovate nella P-ROI fetale tra D ed EG nel II trimestre di gestazione (R=0.60, p<0.004)
e nella P-ROI materna (R=0.5, p<0.03). Inoltre, una correlazione negativa significativa è stata trovata nella P-ROI materna e nella
P-ROI fetale tra D ed EG nel III trimestre (R=-0.73, p<0.01).
Il modello IVIM permette di quantificare il fisioslogico sviluppo del parenchima placentare durante la gestazione, al fine di studiare
i cambiamenti microstrutturali che si verificano durante il II ed il III trimestre. Tali parametri, come marker del normale sviluppo
placentare, possono essere dirimenti nel rilevare eventuali anomalie e comprenderne la loro patogenesi.
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Scopo: investigare il valore diagnostico dello strain cardiaco ottenuto con feature-tracking alla risonanza magnetica cardiaca
(RMC), paragonando pazienti con miocardite e controlli.

Materiali e Metodi: 46 pazienti con diagnosi di miocardite e frazione di eiezione conservata, che fossero stati sottoposti a due
RMC, una in fase acuta e una in follow-up, sono stati appaiati con 46 controlli. Per ogni esame sono stati calcolati gli strain
circonferenziale (GCS) e radiale (GRS) globali, percentuali di edema e contrasto tardivo e i parametri funzionali del ventricolo
sinistro, tramite l’utilizzo di metodi manuali.

Risultati: tra GCS e GRS sono state trovate correlazioni in tutti i gruppi (acuto R=-0,580, p<0,001, follow-up (R=-0,399,
p=0,006), controlli (ρ=-0,609, p>0,001). Tra GCS e contrasto tardivo sono state trovate correlazioni nei pazienti con miocardite
(acuto R=0,035, p=0,024 e follow-up R=0,307, p=0,038). Sono state trovate differenze significative tra GCScontrolli (-19,22,
IQ-21,47--16,90) e GCSacuto (-18,38, -21,03--16,07) o GCSfollow-up (-19,22, IQ -21,47--16,90) con p rispettivamente 0,001 e
0,020. Sono state riscontrate differenze significative anche tra GRScontrolli (82,39, IQ 62,75–104,92) e GRSacuto (65,77, IQ
52,88–79,51) o GRSfollow-up (73,06, IQ 58,73–86,45) con p 0,001 e 0,034.

Conclusione: lo strain cardiaco potrebbe giocare un ruolo importante nella riduzione dell’utilizzo di sequenze diverse dalla cine in
alcuni pazienti con miocardite acuta lieve, dove la RMC è la principale indagine diagnostica.
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Scopo: paragonare l’uso del volume retrogrado polmonare (VRP) a quello della frazione (FRP) per valutare i pazienti con
insufficienza polmonare (IP), mediante risonanza magnetica cardiaca (RMC).
Materiali e metodi: 179 pazienti con IP che fossero stati sottoposti a RMC sono stati valutati retrospettivamente. I loro indici di
volume diastolico (EDVI) e sistolico (ESVI) del ventricolo destro sono stati ottenuti dalle sequenze cine, mentre le sequenze phase-
contrast sono state analizzate per ottenere VRP e FRP. I pazienti sono poi stati divisi in sottogruppi, una volta secondo la patologia
sottostante l’IP, e un’altra a seconda della gravità della loro IP. Le correlazioni tra VRP o FRP e i parametri ventricolari destri sono
state studiate con la ρ di Spearman sia nel gruppo principale che nei sottogruppi. Sono poi stati studiati gli esami di follow-up,
dove presenti, e sono state analizzate le correlazioni tra VRP o FRP al primo esame, e i dati volumetrici dei successivi.
Risultati: la tetralogia di Fallot è la patologia più comune sottostante l’IP. Globalmente, ESVI correla meglio con VRP (ρ=.592
p<.001) di FRP (ρ=.522 p<.001), ed ESVI correla meglio con VRP (ρ=.454 p<.001) di FRP (ρ=.406 p<.001). Nel sottogruppo di
pazienti con IP moderata o severa, EDVI ha una correlazione significativamente (p=.043) più forte con VRP (ρ=.499 p<.001) che
con FRP (ρ=.317 p<.001). Al follow-up EDVI correla significativamente con VRP (ρ=.450, p=.031), e non con FRP.
Conclusioni: soprattutto nella valutazione di IP moderata o severa, il VRP potrebbe essere un migliore indice di disfunzione del
ventricolo destro rispetto alla FRP. Inoltre, il VRP potrebbe essere un predittore di peggioramento della dilatazione del ventricolo
destro.



Alteration of the functional connectivity between the prefrontal cortex and the striatum of rats following an acute nicotine
administration.
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Resting State functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI) is widely used in human research and recently applied to
rodents. The identification of common functional networks between human and animals give the opportunity to understand the
neurophysiological basis of different brain disorders but also to investigate the efficacy of pharmacological treatments.
rsfMRI time series were acquired on a 7T Bruker Biospec, using a single-segment gradient-echo EPI (TR/TE=2000/15ms;

matrix=96x96; FOV=35x35mm2; 27 slices; slice thickness 0.5mm; 300 volumes). Sedation was induced with isoflurane (4%) in
a mixture of O2 (30%) and N2O (70%) that was slowly discontinued and sedation maintained with an intravenous infusion of a
medetomidine solution (0.14 mg/kg/h at 1 ml/h). A baseline acquisition was firstly recordered on 35 rats. These were separated
into four groups and rsfMRI acquired again after a different pharmacological challenge: Saline (N=8, intravenous [iv]); nicotine
(0.05mg/Kg, iv, N=10); nicotine (0.1mg/Kg, iv, N=8); mecamylamine (subcutaneus 3mg/Kg, N=9) followed by nicotine (0.1mg/Kg,
iv) 30 minute later. Images were pre-processed applying a slice timing correction (spm8) and corrected for B0 inhomogeneities
(FieldMap toolbox spm8) and masked. On a subset of 20 baseline image, 50 independent components were initially classified
to identify noisy and signal contribution. These were fed into fsl-fix to create a training set that was used to clean all the rsfMRI
acquisitions. Two different post-processing analysis approaches have been applied. 1) A dual regression; to investigate the nicotine
effect within and between a subset of selected ICA components. 2) A seed analysis using AFNI; to investigate changes in the
strength of selected connections.
Different resting networks in the hippocampus, striatum and in cortical regions were detected. One-way Anova analysis showed
that the acute nicotine administration at a dose of 0.1mg/Kg can produce an increased coupling within the prefrontal cortex and
striatum components. But also a decreased coupling between these two networks. These effects can be totally antagonized by
mecamylamine.
We have shown that the adopted workflow is able to improve the sensitivity of rsfMRI, being able to detect an acute effect of
nicotine at a lower dose than previously published studies. We were also able show a decreased strength in the networks coupling
following the nicotine challenge that has never been described before in rodent. The same networks are involved in nicotine
dependent human subjects. Next step would be to investigate whether addicted rats shows a similar altered connectivity.



Evaluation of lung infection comparing two different sequences of Magnetic Resonance Imaging and using Computed
Tomography as gold standard: a pilot study in a murine model.
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Purpose: infection caused by Mycobacterium Abscessus (MA) has increased over recent decades affecting individuals with lung
pathologies. Despite the increasing reports on prevalence of MA, its pathogenic role is still controversial, due to the limitations
of the avaible cellular and animal models used. At the state of art, the gold standard for imaging protocols is Computed
Tomography (CT) with immunological and Pathophysiological effects on animals. the aim of our study was to validate a reproducible
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) sequences protocol to evaluate the presence and the extension of lung infectious foci in
immunocompetente mice with chronic lung infection.

Materials and Methods: 5 C7BI/6NCr mice were infected by intratracheal instillation of agar beads-MA with 1x 105 CFU/lung. MRI
and CT were performed at different time point (0,7 and 45 days).
MRI studies were performed on a 7 T preclinical scanner, equipped with 450/675 mT/m gradients and a circular polarized mouse
body volume coil with an inner diameter of 40mm. MRI protocol included: 3D IntraGate Flash axial and coronal sequeces and 2D
UTE (UltraShort echo-time with radial k-space sampling) axial sequence. CT images were obtained using an extra microfocus x-
ray tube mounted on the Smart system. The presence, the localization (left/right lung - apex/ medium/ basal) and the volume of
infectious foci were evaluated with both tools.

Results: first tim point (0day): at 2D UTE sequence, 4/5 mice showed infection on the left lung (1 apex, 1 apex and medium, 2
all parenchyma) with an average volume of 46.97 cc.
3D IntraGate Flash sequence mice showed 4/5 mice with infectious foci on the left lung (2 apex, 2 all parenchyma) with an average
volume of 43.92 cc.
CT showed the presence of lesion in 4/5 mice on the left lung ( 2 apex and medium, 2 all parenchyma) with an average volume
of 47.59 cc.

Conclusions: our preclinical model showed that 2D UTE could represent a newfound and promising sequence in lung infectious
studies, although further preclinical studies are needed to confirm these preliminary interesting findings.



DCE-MRI OF LYMPH-NODES IN MICE
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INTRODUCTION/AIMS
Lymph-node staging is a key challenge of cancer imaging and it is currently under extensive investigation. Pre-metastatic lymph-
nodes reorganize their lymphatic and vascular structures and new blood vessels are developed within and around lymph-nodes.
For this reasons, non-invasive imaging techniques that allows evaluation of tumor tissue vascularization are expected to provide
relevant data on the metastatic invasion of lymph-nodes.
In order to properly identify metastatic alterations in lymph node, a detailed characterization of healthy lymph-nodes is crucial.
In this study we applied DCE-MRI techniques to investigate the enhancement heterogeneity in normal murine lymph-nodes,
using conventional gadolinium (Magnevist) and albumin-binding (Multihance) contrast agent. Indeed, clinical approved Gd-based
contrast agent have different binding properties to albumin (and consequently different capability to reveal blood vessel) (Farace P.
et al, 2011), so we compared Magnevist and Multihance in terms of their ability to detect blood vessel alteration. The main objective
of this study is the definition of “normal” enhancement pattern in lymph-nodes, which alteration could basically differentiate between
negative and positive (i.e metastatic) nodes in successive experimental studies.

METHODS
N=10 athymic nude mice were used : n=5 mice were i.v injected with Magnevist (100 micromol/kg) and n=5 mice were i.v injected
with Multihance (100 micromol/kg). For MRI acquisitions mice were anesthetized by 1% isofluorane and were placed in a prone
position over a heated bed. MR images were acquired using a 4.7T Bruker Tomograph with 33cm bore horizontal magnet. A
dynamic series of multislice T1 weighted RARE images were acquired with fat suppression and with the following parameters: TR/
TE: 550/7.6 ms, Matrix size: 175x100, slice thickness: 0.50 mm, RARE factor: 8, number of scans: 70, total acquisition time: 46
minutes. The Gd-based contrast agents was injected in bolus during the time interval between the third and the fourth scan. For
each abdominal lymph node one central slice was identified and ROIs were manually drawn in order to obtain the Enhancement
curves.

RESULTS/DISCUSSION
Normal node showed a clear bi-modal pattern, characterized by peripheral washout and central accumulation of the contrast
agents. This pattern is compatible with the functional organization of normal lymph-node: the cortex is highly vascularised,
which can explain the rapid and high enhancement followed by early washout in the peripheral node portion. The medulla is
less vascularised, and in this portion the contrast agents seem to accumulate mainly due to interstitial diffusion. Magnevist and
Multihance showed different time-to-peak and washout-time (WT). Measured TTP is about 150 and 900 s for Magnevist and
Multihance respectively, while WT is about 2500 and 4000 s for Magnevist and Multihance respectively.

CONCLUSION
DCE-MRI is able to discriminate cortex from medulla in healthy murine lymph-nodes. Moreover Magnevist and Multihance
characterized by different protein binding showed different uptake/washout profile. We plan to apply DCE-MRI to discriminate
normal from metastatic lymph nodes.



Segmented echo planar imaging for resting-state functional connectivity studies in the rat brain
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Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) is the gold standard pulse sequence in resting state connectivity studies as it combines high temporal
resolution with excellent sensitivity to T2* variations over time. However, the intrinsic sensitivity of EPI magnetic susceptibility
effects is also the source of artifacts, including image distortion and reduction of signal to noise ratio (SNR), particularly in brain
regions close to the auditory channels and nasal meatus. Here we compared a conventional snapshot EPI with a multishot version
that exploits k-space segmentation to reduce sensitivity to magnetic susceptibility artifacts.

Images were acquired at 7T on a Bruker Pharmascan in a double coil configuration. Pulse sequence parameters for multishot
(MS-EPI) acquisition were set as follows: TR=500(x4)ms, TE=17ms, NSHOTS=4, NEX=1, MTX=96x96x10, FOV=35x35x10mm,
NREP=900, ACQtime=30min. The same RX/TX configuration was used for conventional single shot EPI (SS-EPI), and parameters
were adjusted as follows: TR=1000ms, TE=17ms, NSHOTS=1, NEX=1, MTX=96x96x10, FOV=35x35x10mm, NREP=1800,
ACQtime=30min.

Functional time series were processed with MATLAB and FSL. Preprocessing consisted of estimation and regression of motion
confounds, slice timing correction, nonlinear high-pass and gaussian low-pass filtering (0.01 - 0.1 Hz). At this stage, images were
co-registered to structural T2w anatomical references and then resampled to a rat brain template in standard space. Overall image
quality was assessed by comparing SNR, temporal SNR and geometric distortions. Results demonstrated improvement in SNR,
temporal SNR and reduced geometric distortions in critical areas such as the amygdala (p=0.021) and deep gray matter nuclei
when the multi-shot EPI was used compared to the single-shot EPI. Resting State Networks identified by independent component
analysis at group level appeared to be globally consistent across methods. However, segmented EPI provided a better delineation
of large scale connectivity patterns in regions typically affected by susceptibility artifacts. Finally, to examine the consistency of
pairwise correlations in the two acquisition methods, we compared the z-statistic obtained from a one sample t-test run on Fisher's
r-to-z transforms of adjacency matrices for each subject. Segmented EPI showed reduced between-subject variability and stronger
statistical significance of pairwise correlations at group level over the whole brain.

Altogether our results indicate that multi-shot imaging may represent a valid alternative to snapshot methods in functional
connectivity studies, particularly when subcortical regions and deep gray matter nuclei are critical targets for the research study.



Setup of a preclinical MRI protocol at 7T to assess cerebral distribution of GBCAs in the wash-in and early wash-out
phases.
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Gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs) are frequently used in various Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) examinations and
are generally considered to have an excellent safety profile. Recent publications have reported increased signal intensities on T1-
weighted images in certain regions of the brain of patients who received repeated contrast-enhanced MRI examination. In several
preclinical studies, T1-weighted signal intensity and distribution was evaluated in cerebral districts in a late distribution phase (i.e.
4 weeks of wash-out) after administration of GBCAs at high doses1,2. However, little has been reported at preclinical level on the
cerebral distribution of GBCAs in the wash-in and early wash-out (i.e. few hours) phases after i.v. administration3.
The aim of this study was to define an MRI protocol to evaluate local wash-in/wash-out of ProHance® (Gadoteridol) administered
at a high dosage in rats. Enhancement has been evaluated in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) spaces and other cerebrum areas using
short acquisition sequences able to sample contrast agent signal starting from the early phase of distribution. The acquisition
geometry has also been optimized in order to be able to quantify the enhancement in all relevant cerebral districts.
MRI experiments were performed on a Bruker PharmaScan 7T preclinical scanner. Following 1H localizer anatomical scan (i.e.
RARE T2-weighted) a series of 3D T1-weighted FLASH sequences were acquired, in the sagittal and axial plane, before and
after intravenous administration of the GBCA at a dosage of 1.8 mmol/kg, as for other preclinical studies aimed at assessing
Gd deposition in brain ex vivo1,2. The kinetic of ProHance® was followed up to 4 hours post injection. The kinetic of signal
enhancement (uptake/ elimination) was evaluated in CSF, ventricles, cortex, globus pallidus, dentate nucleus and periocular area.
The adopted acquisition protocol allowed to obtain ProHance® enhancement curves in all regions of interest thanks to a gradient
echo MRI sequences sampling.  However, some limitations have to be considered: MRI image analysis revealed negative contrast
enhancement values at a very early phase of distribution, most likely due to a T2/T2* effect at high doses. These findings have
been carefully considered and assessed in the present work. Such optimized protocol can provide complementary information
on the cerebral distribution in late stage already reported in the literature and help in determining the pathway of accumulation
of GBCAs in the brain.
1 Bussi et al., J Magn Reson Imaging. 2018;47(3):746-752.
2 Lohrke et al., Invest Radiol. 2017;52(6):324-333.
3 Jost et al., Eur Radiol. 2017;27(7):2877-2885.



L’importanza dell’assicurazione di qualità nell’imaging quantitativo di risonanza magnetica
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Nell'ambito delle indagini diagnostiche eseguite con sistemi di risonanza magnetica, con l'espressione "imaging quantitativo" ci
si riferisce all'insieme delle misure dei parametri funzionali di un organo o tessuto effettuate attraverso l'impiego di tecniche di
imaging avanzato quali la diffusione, la perfusione, la spettroscopia, la funzionale e la rilassometria. Nel corso degli ultimi anni
l'impiego di tali tecniche ha trovato uno spazio sempre crescente fino a diventare, in molti casi, un impiego di routine. Nel processo
di valutazione e di caratterizzazione delle lesioni o delle patologie, numerosi studi hanno dimostrato infatti l'elevata sensibilità e
l'accuratezza di tali metodiche che permettono sia di evidenziare un eventuale danno tissutale in una fase precoce rispetto alla
manifestazione clinica sia di valutare la risposta ad un dato trattamento farmacologico o radioterapico. Le applicazioni cliniche
sono svariate e comprendono lo studio delle patologie che coinvolgono l'encefalo, il muscolo cardiaco, la prostata, il fegato, la
mammella. Trattandosi di metodiche molto complesse è necessario che la qualità, in termini di prestazioni del sistema di risonanza
magnetica, sia non solo adeguata ma costante nel tempo. Questo per evitare che un malfunzionamento o un cambiamento di
stato di un componente del sistema (amplificatore a radiofrequenza, sistema dei gradienti, disomogeneità del campo magnetico
statico e del campo a radiofrequenza delle bobine riceventi, etc...) determini una modifica nella misura del parametro funzionale
non correlabile con la patologia. Per questo motivo l'attività del fisico medico di verifica e di controllo del sistema di imaging è di
rilevante importanza essendo inoltre oramai noto che i protocolli considerati standard per l'assicurazione di qualità in risonanza
magnetica sono inadeguati a tale scopo. Sulla base di tali presupposti l'AIFM (Associazione Italiana di Fisica Medica) ha costituito,
oramai da diversi anni, un gruppo di lavoro "Quantificazione e interconfronti in RM" che ha prodotto e sta ancora producendo una
serie di protocolli per la valutazione per la valutazione delle prestazioni del sistema e la relativa elaborazione e interpretazione
del dato ottenuto impiegando tecniche di diffusione e spettroscopia. L'applicazione di tali protocolli ha avuto una scala nazionale
poiché tale attività è stata portata avanti sotto forma di interconfronto, avendo prodotto un fantoccio dedicato ed uguale per tutti
i centri che hanno aderito all'iniziativa. I risultati ottenuti dimostrano che in caso di studi multicentrici è necessario disporre di un
protocollo e di un sistema di misura delle prestazioni dello scanner standardizzato e armonizzato fra diversi centri.



Agarose/sucrose gel breast phantom for validation of quantitative methods in DWI at 3T
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INTRODUCTION - Physical and digital phantoms are useful instruments for validation of image processing methods for oncology
allowing the simulation of various realistic scenarios with the knoledge of gold standard (GS) parameters. This work aims presenting
a strategy to create disposable realistic breast phantoms, suitable for MRI by using Diffusion Wighted Igaing (DWI). As proof of
concept of the usefulness of this phantom, validation of two different segmentation methods was performed.

MATERIAL AND METHODS - Phantom material simulating tissue diffusion properties was obtained by agarose/sucrose gels,

since aqueous sucrose solution were already tested to measure and control the Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC) in DWI (1).
MR measurements were performed for both calibration phantoms and phantoms with syntetich lesions in a 3T scanner (Discovery
MR750, GE Healthcare) equipped with a dedicated double breast 8-channel coil. MR clinical protocol included T2-weighted
sequences and DWI acquisition. Diffusion characteristics of gel mixture lesions were obtained by using mold simulating realistic
irregular oncolological lesions manufactered in plastic using a 3D printer. MR images were processed with algoritms developed
in Matlab 2015b. Measurements in phantoms with synthetic lesions were used to evaluate two different segmentation tecnique

applied on ADC maps (2). Specifically, ADC mean value (ADC mean) and measured lesion volume (V m) of each syntetich lesion
were compared with the known corresponding GS, wich are ADC of the gel mixture at each correponding sucrose concentration
and VGS estimated by characterized gel density.

CONCLUSION - In this work, we have proposed a manufacturing strategy for agarose/sucrose breast phantoms for DWI studies.
Materials adopted were characterized in terms of ADC values. Phantoms is disposable and can be manufactured easily in different
configurations simulating a large range of clinical realistic situations for validation of image processing methods. The results on
phantom preparation, its physical characterirization and use of validation of segmentation strategies, showed its potential for
evaluating quantitative approaches developed for DWI in oncology. Methodological improvements involving both the 3D printing
of molds and phantom setting need to be achieved.



Automatic segmentation of aneurismatic ascending aorta lumen on 2D+t phase contrast MRI
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Purpose:
Automatically segment the ascending aortic lumen on 2D+t phase contrast magnetic resonance (MR) images of subjects with
diagnosed aneurysm and compare algorithm performance with those obtained on healthy subjects.

Material and methods:
We randomly selected 9 subjects with diagnosed ascending aortic aneurysm out of a large population study. All exams were
performed at our institution between September 2008 and October 2013. The local Ethics Committee approved this retrospective
study.
The ascending aorta was automatically identified in all phases of the cardiac cycle using a priori knowledge on aortic anatomy.
Then, the ascending aortic lumen was segmented using an active contouring approach. In order to validate the automatic
segmentation, manual delineations performed by a highly experienced operator were used as reference standard.

Dice similarity coefficient (DSC), Bland-Altman analysis and R2 values were used as performance metrics. Finally results were
compared with those obtained on the validation dataset used to develop the algorithm, which was composed by 25 subjects with
negative MR.

Results:

Bland-Altman analysis on subjects with diagnosed ascending aorta aneurysm showed a bias of -3.09 mm2, a coefficient of

repeatability of 159.6 mm2, a mean measurement of 1741.4 mm2 and a corresponding reproducibility of 91%. These results are

comparable with those obtained on subjects with negative MR: bias of -6.68 mm2, coefficient of repeatability of 91.2 mm2, a mean

measurement of 581.4 mm2 and a corresponding reproducibility of 85%.
The mean DSC value was 96.4 % with a standard deviation (SD) of 1.9%. The linear regression performed between manually

and automatically segmented areas showed an R2 of 0.98. This values are comparable with those obtained in the validation set:

mean DSC value of 94.6% with a SD of 2.1% and R2 equal to 0.96 .

Conclusion:
A fully automated and robust method for ascending aorta segmentation on 2D+t phase contrast MR images was developed. This
method showed good performances in both subjects with aneurysm and negative MR. Further studies on larger samples are
advised.



Subject-specific knee SAR prediction using a degenerate birdcage at 7.0T
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Purpose.
Subject-specific SAR measurements are not available in current MR systems; simulations must be performed for RF fields and
SAR analysis. Here we combine SAR simulations performed on generic anatomic models with subject-specific measured B+1
maps, predicting local SAR during knee exam using a degenerate birdcage for MKS applications. More in details, the coil is an
1H eight-channel degenerate birdcage for the human limbs at 7.0 T, with dedicated Tx/Rx switches and a Butler matrix.

Methods.
We used the Finite Integration Technique (FIT) in the CST MW Suite foe electromagnetics simulations. We simulated the 1H
298 MHz degenerate birdcage coil, loaded by a human knee model derived from the 2×2×2 mm3 voxel-size anatomic model Ella
(adult, 59 kg), Virtual population, ITIS foundation. B1+ was calculated in an axial slice crossing the patella. The global SAR and
the maximum local (10g) SAR [W/kg] for the following MR sequence was calculated: Axial “Zero” Time-of-Echo (ZTE) sequence
(“SILENT”), 384 FA=4° hard pulses of 12 usec length, 5 inversion and saturation pulses per TR (TR=525 msec). Next, we simulated
various model positions (moving the knee of ±1cm, ±2cm along the z axis) recording global SAR and maximum local SAR worse
case. For 5 adults, we acquired B+1 maps (|B+1,map|) with a Bloch-Siegert sequence, centered on the slice corresponding to
that used in the simulation. Sequence parameters are: TR=33 ms, TE=15 ms, RBW=15.6 kHz, thk=3.5mm, matrix-size 64x64,
square FOV 22 cm, 2 nex (total acquisition time: 9 s per slice), spacing 1 cm. Measurements were acquired on a GE MR950
7T human system (GE HealthCare, Milwaukee,WI, USA) using the coil described above. For each slice where |B+1,map| was
measured, a coefficient C, proportional to avg(|B+1,map|)/B+1,nominal was calculated and used to scale the SAR simulated on
the anatomic model.

Discussions and Conclusion.
Concerning the anatomical model, there is a good visual agreement between simulated B+1 and B+1 magnitudes measured in-
vivo. Limits on global and local SAR (8 W/kg and 20 W/kg respectively) were met for the sequence here considered for all the
subjects.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT. This research received grant from INAIL (Istituto Nazionale per l’Assicurazione contro gli Infortuni sul
Lavoro, National Insitute for Insurance against Accidents at Work), scheme BRiC 2016.



Evaluation of inter-method agreement for the detection of brainstem abnormalities in structural MRI of young children
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Sensorimotor abnormalities have been consistently reported in ASD individuals as an impairment that may precede the

development of ASD distinctive characteristics1,2. Structural MRI studies of ASD individuals have pointed out the potential role of
the brainstem (BS) in the pathophysiology of ASD4. However, the findings in volume alterations in subjects with ASD with respect
to matched controls are controversial.
In this study structural MRI was used to measure both volume and shape of the brainstem in a group of 76 subjects with ASD,
including 38 males [mean age = 53 ± 16 months] and 38 females [mean age = 53 ± 18 months] and in a group of 76 control subjects
matched by age, gender and non-verbal-IQ (NVIQ). All MRI scans were acquired at the IRCCS Stella Maris Foundation (Pisa)
using a 1.5 T MR Neuro-optimized System (GE HealthCare, USA) fitted with 40 mT/m high-speed gradients. The protocol included
a whole brain FSPGR acquisition in the steady-state T1-weighted series. Isotropic images were collected in the axial plane with
repetition time 12.4 ms, echo time 2.4 ms, inversion time 700 ms, flip angle of 10, yielding 124 contiguous 1.1 mm slices with

an in-plane resolution of 1.1x1.1 mm2. Volume segmentations were carried out through FIRST3 (FSL version 5.0.8), FreeSurfer4

(version 5.3, 6.0 and 6.0 with brainstem substructure extraction) and ANTs (Advanced Normalization Tools)5. In addition, we

performed a shape analysis of the brainstem segmentations through SPHARM-MAT tool6.
The inter-method agreement was quantified in terms of Pearson correlations between pairs of volumes obtained by different
methods, whereas the degree of overlap between segmented masks was evaluated in terms of the Dice index. Moreover, a
statistical examination of brainstem volume was performed using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test.
FSL-FIRST showed poor agreement with the other segmentation methods, which, by contrasts, consistently showed Pearson
correlations greater than 0.93 and average Dice indexes greater than 0.76 in comparison among each other. The shape analysis
confirmed the discrepancies among different segmentation methods, with particular reference to the FSL-FIRST under- and over-
segmentation problems in specific brainstem regions.
The BS volume resulted significantly higher in ASD when compared to controls both in the entire sample and in male subgroup
for ANTs, FS 5.3, and FS 6.0 computations. No statistically significant volume differences were obtained for females in BS total
volume.
This study suggests that research on brainstem alterations should cross-validate findings across multiple methods.

1 Teitelbaum, P., Teitelbaum, O., Nye, J., Fryman, J. & Maurer, R. G. Movement analysis in infancy may be useful for early
diagnosis of autism. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A. 95, 13982–7 (1998).
2. Jou, R. J., Frazier, T. W., Keshavan, M. S., Minshew, N. J. & Hardan, A. Y. A two-year longitudinal pilot MRI study of the
brainstem in autism. Behav. Brain Res. 251, 163–167 (2013).
3. Patenaude, B., Smith, S. M., Kennedy, D. N. & Jenkinson, M. A Bayesian model of shape and appearance for subcortical brain
segmentation. Neuroimage 56, 907–922 (2011).
4 Fischl, B. et al. Whole brain segmentation: automated labeling of neuroanatomical structures in the human brain. Neuron 33,
341–355 (2002).
5 Avants, B. B., Epstein, C. L., Grossman, M. & Gee, J. C. Symmetric diffeomorphic image registration with cross-correlation:
Evaluating automated labeling of elderly and neurodegenerative brain. Med. Image Anal. 12, 26–41 (2008).
6 Brechbühler, C., Gerig, G. & Kübler, O. Parametrization of Closed Surfaces for 3-D Shape Description. Comput. Vis. Image
Underst. 61, 154–170 (1995).



Reliability and Inconsistency of segmentation methods of brain regions
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Aims and objective
The lack of inter-method agreement in image processing can produce inconsistent results in neuroimaging data analysis studies
[1]. The main aim of this study is to calculate the volumes of diverse brain structures to quantify possible variations across different
processing methods in order to investigate whether the adoption of a particular processing method has a relevant influence on
the results of a research. 
Materials and Methods
We examined the 3D T1-weighted images of 21 healthy volunteers (age range: 22-61 years) of the publicly available “Kirby-21”
dataset [2], http://www.nitrc.org/projects/multimodal, which was acquired using a 3T MRI scanner. The acquisition protocol includes
whole-brain high-resolution anatomical 3D images (MPRAGE). MRI images were acquired twice with the same acquisition
parameters to enable reproducibility studies. We estimated the volumes of different brain tissues using two extremely popular
processing methods: Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM12) [3] and FreeSurfer v.6.0 (FS) [4]. The segmentation with SPM was
performed according the VBM preprocessing pipeline, that includes the segmentation of the brain in three tissue types, grey
matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid, and the generation of a study-specific template. The deformation fields to warp the
segmented tissue into the DARTEL template were generated and finally all tissues were normalized to MNI space. To extract the
masks of the set of subcortical regions that we considered as target regions for this study (Hippocampus, Putamen, Caudate and
Brainstem), we registered the reference template (ICBM) to our images. Then, we used the spm_ get_volumes script to calculate
the total and regional volumes. Regarding the FS analysis, we used the recon-all pre-processing workflow that also performs the
tissues segmentation and extracts the subcortical volumes of interest.
Results
We found good test-retest reproducibility for both SPM segmentations (Person coefficients: r= 0.95 for brain tissues and r=0.96
for subcortical regions, on p<0.05) and FS segmentations (r=0.96 for brain tissues and r=0.90 for subcortical regions, on p<0.05).
By contrast, when we compared volumes provided by SPM with those obtained with FS we found out a lower Pearson correlation.
We obtained r in the 0.4 to 0.55 range for brain tissues and r  in the 0.2 to 0.7 range for subcortical regions. These discrepancies
are clearly visible in the Bland-Altman plot representation.
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Confounding factors in machine-learning analysis of multicenter brain MRI data in Autism Spectrum Disorders
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Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are extremely heterogeneous neurodevelopmental disorders involving behavioral, social and
communicative abilities [1]. As of today, neither the underlying causes [2] nor suitable therapies are known [1]. Among the various
fields of research on ASD, the analysis of brain Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI) with Machine Learning (ML) algorithms has
become particularly relevant in the last years, aiming at identifying neuroanatomical biomarkers to distinguish ASD subjects from
Typically Developing Controls (TDC). This would help in understanding the root causes of this disorder. MRI analysis is usually
articulated in 4 steps: (1) gathering and selection of MRI imaging; (2) MRI processing with specific software (e.g. Freesurfer)
and extraction of features relevant for the study; (3) use of ML techniques to train automated classifiers to distinguish ASD data
from TDC; (4) extraction of the disease biomarker from the classifier decision function. However, this kind of studies have often
reported unreplicated and even conflicting results [3].  In this study, the most common procedural biases and bugs that could have
affected published results are presented and analyzed. We based our work on data collected within the autism brain imaging data
exchange (ABIDE) initiative [4], which collected the largest publicly available MRI database of ASD and TDC subjects worldwide
(more than 2000 subjects).  In particular, we show how important it is in step (1) to select images acquired not only with the same
acquisition protocol, but also with the same scanner. In fact, we demonstrate that site characteristics have strong confounding
effects in case vs. control classification. MRI data of subjects acquire in each of the 39 sites that contributed to ABIDE are almost
always distinguishable from each other with an AUC over 0.9. Finally, we performed a ML case vs. control classification of 136
subjects belonging to a selected sample, made free from all the discovered confounding factors, and we obtained an AUC of
0.78+/-0.08. This performance is above the average values reported on samples of similar size [3]. This work demonstrates how
ML-based analyses of multicenter data samples require particular caution and consistency check.
[1] S.E. Levy, “Autism”, Lancet, 2009.
[2] P. Szatmari, “The causes of autism spectrum disorders”, BMJ, 2003.
[3] S. Haar et al., “Anatomical abnormalities in autism?” Cerebral Cortex, 2014.
[4] A. Di Martino et al., “The autism brain imaging data exchange: towards a large-scale evaluation of the intrinsic brain architecture
in autism”, Molecular psychiatry, 2014.



Striatal T1 Increase is an Early-Phase Biomarker for Nigral Degeneration in the 6-OHDA Hemiparkinsonian Rat Model
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder, and its pathogenesis is still poorly understood
(1). Hints of its biological basis may be derived from the characterization of the neurodegenerative and compensatory mechanisms
underlying the early-phase of PD animal models, using a wide range of experimental methods (2). MRI seems to play an important
role in characterizing the preclinical evolution of PD rat models (3).
In this work we have investigated the time course of structural changes in the striatum during the unilateral degeneration of the right
Substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) induced by unilateral intranigral injection of 6-OHDA (8 µg/4 µl). Ex vivo MRI was carried out
on 4% paraformaldehyde fixed whole brains using a 2.35T Bruker Biospec scanner. Whole brain T1 maps and high-resolution (52
µm in plane, thickness 1 mm) T2*-W structural images were acquired over three weeks post lesion. Data processing was done with
home-made Matlab-based software. Comparison of toxin-lesioned and sham-lesioned rats was aimed to detect structural changes
intervening soon after the injury (24 hours) and during the following weeks. The experimental protocol comprises also the Open
Field behavioural test in spontaneous, single/multiple apomorphine doses and Tyrosine Hydroxylase (TH+) Immunohistochemistry
(IHC) data collected over time. The sham-lesioned brains did not show inter-hemispheric differentiation of T1 and T2*-W structural
images. On the contrary, we observed that the lesioned brains display a significant increase of the T1 (about 8%) values in the
ipsilateral striatum with respect to the contralateral one, developing in the first week post lesion and it was significantly correlated
with SNpc degeneration measured by TH+ IHC.
We believe that the time course of T1 changes measured in the ipsilateral Striatum may be a promising imaging biomarker for
detecting the time course of neurodegenerative and compensatory events after 6-OHDA lesion and, hopefully, also for other PD
animal models. The value of these results stands on their use for future testing of novel PD therapeutic treatments (4).
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Purpose: The objective of the study is to analyse MR images acquired before CyberKnife treatment, to predict the response and
avoid
unnecessary radiosurgery for patient.
Methods and Materials: T1-weighted MR images of 38 patients presenting an acoustic neuroma treated with CyberKnife® at the
CDI
(52.6% responders with Volume Reduction) were selected and analysed. Analysed images were acquired on 1.5T machines with
contrast
enhanced T1-weighted sequences in the axial plane. Semi-automatic tumour segmentation was carried out on MR images using
the
3DSlicer image analysis software. Shape-based, intensity-based and texture-based features were extracted. An evolutionary
algorithm (a
TWIST system based on KNN algorithm) was used to subdivide the dataset into training and test set and select features yielding the
maximal amount of information. After this pre-processing, a predictive model based on a training-testing crossover procedure was
developed. The best neural network obtained was a 3-layers feed forward back propagation algorithm with 8 input variables
containing the
maximal amount of information.
Results: The neural network was used twice inverting the training/testing set. In the first analysis the sensitivity was 100%, while the
specificity, was 77.78%. These two results gave a global accuracy of 88.89%. In the second analysis the sensitivity was 61.54%
and the
specificity 100%, with a global accuracy of 80.77%. The mean value of the global accuracy was 84.83%.
Conclusion: The obtained results show that machine learning coupled with radiomics has a great potential in distinguishing
responders
with volume reduction from responders without volume reduction to radiosurgery, before the treatment



RMN encefalo: una rara diagnosi neonatale
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Sestogenito.Nato a termine da T.C. per bradicardia fetale. Peso 2500 g (0 c.),
L50cm(18°c.),c.c.34,5cm(1°c.).APGAR9/10.Anamnesi familiare:genitori: cugini I grado, una sorella:tetraparesi, dopo arresto
cardiaco a 6 mesi di vita, un fratello: disturbi dell'apprendimento, un fratello: epilessia e ritardo psicomotorio.All'esame
obiettivo: radice del naso larga, padiglioni auricolari ampi con pliche poco evidenti, impianto basso delle orecchie, labbra a
“V rovesciata”,macrostomia,microftalmia destra,lieve ipotonia assiale.Eseguiti accertamenti:Fundus: OD:microcornea, coloboma
irideo settore inferiore con microftalmo estremo, vasto coloboma corioretinico interessante tutto il polo posteriore e il
settore inferiore. OS: cornea trasparente, coloboma irideo settore inferiore,vasto coloboma corioretinico interessante il nervo
ottico e il settore inferiore ma risparmiante la regione maculare.Applicato conformatore trasparente in occhio destro. Eco
reni:agenesia renale sinistra.Cariotipo,CGH-Array,esami infettivologici:nella norma.Ecografia encefalo: struttura del ponte sembra
ingrandita.RMN encefalo (ad una settimana di vita): anomalia tipo dente molare, associata ad orientamento anomalo a raggiera
dei folia di entrambi gli emisferi cerebellari. Microftalmo destro con coloboma e dislocazione del cristallino; riduzione di spessore
del nervo ottivo destro.Dubbio accenno a coloboma anche occhio sinistro.Le peculiarità della RMN hanno permesso di porre
diagnosi di Sindrome di Joubert. A 3 mesi di vita: invariati i dismorfismi facciali, discreto controllo del capo alla trazione, normotonia
degli arti con motilità spontanea discreta.Capacità di ruotare il capo verso la fonte sonora.Aggancio visivo accennato.Oggi ad un
anno il paziente, grazie ad una diagnosi precoce che ha consentito un inizio rapido di riabilitazione motoria e visiva, presenta
uno sviluppo neuromotorio discretamente adeguato all’età.La sindrome di Joubert è una malformazione congenita del tronco
cerebrale (agenesia o ipoplasia del verme cerebellare) che esita in difetti della respirazione, nistagmo, ipotonia, atassia e ritardo
nelle tappe dello sviluppo motorio. Prevalenza:1/100.000.Nel periodo neonatale, spesso si presenta con tachipnea episodica e/
o apnea e nistagmo.Facies caratteristica.Malattia geneticamente eterogenea.Finora associati dieci geni, nel nostro paziente è
in corso la ricerca di mutazioni genetiche specifiche.Trasmissione autosomica recessiva.Per la diagnosi necessari segni clinici
principali(ipotonia, atassia, ritardo dello sviluppo e aprassia oculomotoria),che devono essere associati a un segno caratteristico
alla RMN:“segno del dente molare”: conseguenza dell'ipoplasia del verme cerebellare e delle malformazioni del mesencefalo-
rombencefalo.Consulenza genetica importante nelle coppie con figlio affetto.Ricorrenza: 25%. La RM è attualmente la metodica
di prima scelta nella valutazione del danno cerebrale neonatale acquisito o congenito ed in alcuni casi, come per il nostro caso,
può anticipare la diagnosi clinica.



Sensibilità e Specificità degli indici DTI rispetto alla demielinizzazione e alla perdita assonale: Studio Simulativo
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L'imaging di risonanza magnetica in diffusione (DWI) è una potente tecnica di imaging non invasiva che fornisce preziose
informazioni sulla struttura del tessuto cerebrale; in particolare l'Imaging di Diffusione Tensoriale (DTI), è una delle tecniche DWI
più utilizzare nella pratica clinica standard, per meglio caratterizzare i tessuti sani e per sondare l'eventuale presenza di danno
cerebrale.
In presenza di lesioni del Sistema Nervoso Centrale, i tessuti cerebrali della materia bianca possono essere interessati da uno
o più processi patologici, quali perdita assonale, demielinizzazione, infiammazione, proliferazione cellulare, etc. . Conoscere la
sensibilità e la specificità dei parametri della tecnica DWI che si vuole adottare per l'indagine medica, rispetto ai processi patologici
di cui sopra, è importante ai fini di un utilizzo più consapevole ed appropriato di quegli stessi parametri come predittori del danno
e o biomarcatori.
In questo lavoro, presentiamo un'analisi quantitativa  della sensibilità e della specificità degli indici dell'imaging DTI, rispetto ai
processi di demielinizzazione e di perdita assonale. Tale analisi è stata condotta mediante uno studio simulativo.
Nello specifico abbiamo utilizzato un'implementazione da noi realizzata, del toolkit di simulazione Monte Carlo di diffusione Camino,
che consente di costruire voxel sintetici di materia bianca, contenenti assoni mielinizzati e affetti o meno da demielinizzazione
e o perdita assonale.
Abbiamo quindi sintetizzato 21 voxel con differenti gradi di danno e abbiamo acquisito i relativi segnali artificiali RM in diffusione,

utilizzando un protocollo di acquisizione comunemente utilizzato nella pratica clinica standard (b= 1000 s mm-2; 30 direzioni spaziali
di acquisizione, uniformemente distribuite nello  spazio; tempo di acquisizione di circa 10 minuti).
Abbiamo eseguito il fit dei segnali RM col modello DTI e analizzato la risposta dei parametri del modello stesso, al variare dell'entità
e della tipologia di danno. Infine, abbiamo introdotto degli indici di sensibilità e di specificità per quantificare i risultati delle analisi
effettuate.
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Introduzione
I macroadenomi ipofisari sono tumori benigni a lenta crescita costituiti da tessuto ghiandolare, delle dimensioni superiori ai 10mm.
Vengono suddivisi in secernenti e non secernenti in base alla capacità di produrre ormoni ipofisari. La texture analysis è una
tecnica di quantificazione delle immagini che permette di valutare il grado di disomogeneità nei valori di intensità.

Materiali e metodi
Sono stati inclusi 29 pazienti con diagnosi istologica di macroadenoma ipofisario, 16 non secernenti e 13 secernenti, producenti
ACTH (n=2), GH (n=10) o PRL (n=1). Tutti i pazienti sono stati sottoposti ad esame RM presso il nostro Istituto. Un neuroradiologo
si è occupato della segmentazione manuale delle lesioni sull’immagine T2 pesata, piano coronale, dove risultava più estesa. Sono
state escluse zone di disomogeneità macroscopica (componenti cistiche e/o emorragiche). Utilizzando un software dedicato sono
stati estratti 47 parametri texture di primo, secondo e terzo ordine. I dati sono stati analizzati su un secondo software di data mining
per selezionare i parametri più significativi ed individuare un modello predittivo della funzionalità dei macroadenomi.

Risultati
Tra i 47 parametri texture estratti sono state selezionate 4 feature (Minimum Intensity, Standard Deviation, Variance,
Run Percentage). Utilizzando un algoritmo Random Forest è stato possibile ottenere un’accuratezza diagnostica dell’83%
nell’identificazione dei macroadenomi secernenti.

Conclusione
In quest’analisi preliminare, la texture si è dimostrata una tecnica promettente in ambito classificativo dei macroadenomi.
L’applicazione di questa tecnica su una casistica di maggiori dimensioni potrebbe fornire importanti informazioni non solo sulla
funzionalità ma anche su parametri predittivo-prognostici pre-operatori, anche senza l’utilizzo di sequenze post-contrastografiche.



Ruolo della tomografia a Risonanza Magnetica Nucleare nella diagnosi di malattia di Creutzfeld-Jacob. Report di sette
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Scopo del lavoro: confermare il ruolo della RMN encefalo tramite sequenze pesate in diffusione come marker diagnostico precoce,
nella diagnossi di probabilità della malattia di Creutzfeld-Jacob e nella diagnosi differenziale di tale malattia rispetto ad altre
forme di demenza rapidamente progressiva da prioni. Materiali e metodi: sette pazienti giunti consecutivamente alla nostra
osservazione diagnostica con i sospetti clinico-laboratoristici di demenza rapidamente progressiva(n=6) e di psicosi cronica con
riserva di demenza rapidamente progressiva (n=1) studiati con tomografo a RMN General Electric Signa Horizon, 1.5T HDxT
(release 23) tramite sequenze pesate in Diffusione (SE/EPI-DWI), T1 senza e con mdc paramgnetico per e.v. (M3D/BRAVO/
FSPGR, T2FRFSE ed M3D/FLAIR). Risultati. La malattia di Creutzfeld-Jacob è una rara malattia neurodegenerativa ad eziologia
sconosciuta che causa demenza rapidamente progressiva. Questa malattia è invarabilmente fatale e la maggior parte dei pazienti
muoiono nell'arco di 12 mesi. I reperti clinici comprendono mioclonie, turbe del visus e segni cerebellari e piramidali/extrapiramidali
oltre a insufficienza cognitiva e funzionale progressiva. Questi reperti sono tutti aspecifici e rappresentano spesso una difficile
sfida diagnostica in vita per la loro scarsa riconoscibilità. Nei sette casi da noi studiati, dopo una serie di esami diagnostici
clinico laboratoristici, elettroencefalografici e di imaging, fu posta la diagnosi di malattia di Creutzfeld-Jacob altamente probabile,
sporadica (n=6) e famigliare (n=1)basandosi sull'assemblaggio dei criteri diagnostici di demenza rapidamente progressiva, segni
piramidali ed extrapiramidali, marcato incremento di proteina tau e fosfo-tau nel liquor encefalo-rachidiano, presenza della proteina
14-3-3 (analisi Western blot) nel liquor, sull'analisi del gene PrP (PRNP)(DNA linfocitario) e iperintensità di segnale nelle sequenze
pesate in diffusione a carico della corteccia dei lobi frontali, parietali, temporale e occipitali, dei giri cingolati, del pulvinar sinistro,
dei nuclei caudati e dei putamen (n=6 sporadiche) e della corteccia dei lobi frontali, parietali, temporali ed occipitali, dei nuclei
caudati e dei putamen (n=1 famigliare) e sull'esclusione di altre forme di demenza rapidamente progressiva non da prioni, sulla
base dell'assenza dell'iperintensità di segnale encefalica corticale limbica solitaria e della sua rarità a livello dei giri precentrali. In
quattro dei sette casi l'esame anatomo-patologico encefalico post-mortem, pose la diagnosti di certezza di malattia di Creutzfeld-
Jacob classica. Conclusioni: i casi studiati confermano il ruolo centrale nella diagnosi di probabilità di malattia di Creutzfeld nelle
fasi precoci, delle sequenze di tomografia a RMN pesate in diffusione, anche attraverso l'esclusione di demenza rapidamente
progressiva non da prioni.
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INTRODUCTION: Psychosis is a disorder that causes partial loss of contact with external reality in daily activities. Neuroimaging
studies have shown gray matter (GM) modifications associated with early manifestations of psychosis (Fannon et al., 2010).
This motivates the study of neuroimaging markers that may be used as complementary clinical information for more precise
differentiated diagnosis in early stages of disease as well as to measure treatment responses. Previous studies assessed brain
morphometric changes by means of univariate analysis, hence characterizing single brain structures independently from the rest
of the brain. In this study, we evaluated multivariate structural covariance network analyses in untreated First Episode Psychosis
(FEP) to focus on the onset of the pathology. In particular, given its functional relevance (Seeley et al., 2007; Palaniyappan et al.,
2012), we performed a seed-based structural covariance on salience network (SN), a large scale functional network contributing
to communication, social behaviour, self-awareness and cognitive integration.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: T1 structural MRI data was used to characterize voxel based morphometry (VBM) and structural
covariance differences investigated with Partial Least Square between a group of 67 FEP and 67 age and gender matched healthy
controls (HC). Seed-based multivariate analysis was done on the SN, identified in previous studies by bilateral anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) and anterior insula (AI) (DuPre & Spreng, 2017).
RESULTS: VBM results showed nine clusters of decreased GM in FEP relative to HC, mainly in temporal-frontal regions. In
addition, GM density in FEP correlated positively with intelligence scores in hippocampus (MNI peak coordinates -27, -16.5, -16.5,
peak p-value <0.0001, peak R2 =0.53), insula (MNI peak coordinates 36, 20, 1, peak p-value=0.001, peak R2 =0.32), and fronto-
temporal structures. Severity of symptoms, measured through Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale was, on the other hand,
related in FEP to more wide-spread cluster located in limbic regions (MNI peak coordinates 9, -24, -15, peak p-value=0.001, peak
R2 =0.94). Structural covariance of SN scores exhibited an opposite trend in FEP compared to HC (t=-5.8, p<0.01), identifying
changes to network’s GM integrity: in FEP ACC is showing a positive covariance pattern and a negative in insular cortex; conversely
in HC the pattern is reversed.
CONCLUSIONS: This study provides further supporting evidence of the putative presence of GM abnormalities in FEP, effects
that correlate with clinical behavioural metrics. We found that network covariance with the SN differentiated FEP from HC group
only at a trend level.
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Scopo
Scopo dello studio è stato studiare la presenza di possibili alterazioni della connettività funzionale (FC) cerebellare in pazienti
affetti da forma progressica di Sclerosi Multipla (PMS), e la relazione con le alterazioni cognitive.

Metodi
In questo studio sono stati arruolati 29 pazienti con PMS (11 maschi, età media 51.2+/-11.9 anni) e 22 controlli sani di età e sesso
comparabile (11 maschi, età media 49.6+/-8.8 anni). I dati di Risonanza Magnetica funzionale acquisiti in "Resting State" sono
stati analizzati con un approccio "Seed based", selezionando quattro diverse regioni di interesse cerebellari a livello del Lobulo
VI, di Crus I, Crus II e del Lobulo VIIb, e l'analisi è stata condotta con e senza correzione per grado di atrofia cerebellare. Lo stato
cognitivo dei pazienti è stato valutato somministrando la batteria BICAMS, e le correlazioni con il dato di Risonanza Magnetica
funzionale sono state testate tramite coefficiente di correlazione di Spearman.

Risultati
I pazienti con PMS hanno mostrato una riduzione della FC tra Crus II/Lobulo VIIb e aree frontali di destra (p=0.001 e p=0.002,
rispettivamente), mentre è emerso un aumento della FC tra il Lobulo VIIb ed il giro precentrale di destra (p<0.001). Quando è
stata effettuata la correzione per grado di atrofia cerebellare, resisteva una riduzione della FC tra Crus II e aree frontali (p=0.005=
nei pazienti rispetto ai controlli, così come l'aumentata FC tra il lobulo VIIb e il giro precentrale di destra (p=0.003), che mostrava
una correlazione inversa significativa con i risultati al BVMT (r=-0.393; p=0.03).

Conclusioni
I pazienti affetti da PMS mostrano la presenza di modifiche della FC cerebellare che sembrano mostrare un grado di indipendenza
dal grado di atrofia, e che possono essere interpretati come fenomeni funzionali maladattivi.



COINVOLGIMENTO DEI GANGLI DELLA BASE IN PAZIENTI CON SCLEROSI MULTIPLA PROGRESSIVA: UNO STUDIO
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Scopo
Scopo dello studio è stato investigare la presenza di possibili alterazioni di volume o di perfusione dei gangli della base in pazienti
affetti da Sclerosi Multipla, con particolare attezione alle forme progressive (PMS), e la loro relazione con la disabilità clinica.

Metodi
In questo studio sono stati arruolati 25 pazienti con PMS (15 maschi, 43.7+/-11.8 anni), 52 con forma recidivante-remittente di
Sclerosi Multipla (RRMS)(29 maschi, 40.0+/-10.6 anni) e 41 controlli sani (21 maschi, 43.6+/-13.9 anni) comparabili per età e
sesso. I soggetti si sono sottoposti ad un protocollo RM che comprendeva una sequenza T1-3D per l'analisi volumetrica, una
FLAIR-3D per la determinazione del carico lesionale e una T2* GRE-EPI dinamica durante somministraione di mdc paramagnetico
e.v. per lo studio di perfusione DSC. Dopo il filling delle lesioni, le T1-3D sono state utilizzate per la segmentazione automatica
dei gangli della base (nucleo caudato, putamen, globo pallido e talamo) usando il toolbox FIRST implementato in FSL (https://
fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). I dati di perfusioni sono stati processati per ottenere le mappe rCBV, rCBF e MTT, che sono state registrate alla
T1-3D per estrarre i valori di perfusione medi dei gangli della base. Le differenze tra gruppi per i dati di risonanza sono state testate
mediante un'analisi ANCOVA, con età, sesso e durata di malattia come covariate, mentre le possibili correlazioni tra i diversi dati
di risonanza, e tra questi e gli indici di disabilità clinica, sono state indagate rispettivamente con un'analisi di correlazione parziale
(controllando per età, sesso e durata di malattia) e con una regressione lineare multipla.

Risultati
I pazienti con PMS hanno mostrato una riduzione dei volumi di tutti i gangli della base (normalizzati per il volume intracranico)
rispetto sia ai controlli sani che ai soggetti con RRMS (p<0,0125). Nei pazienti PMS, inoltre, i valori medi di rCBV del nucleo
caudato erano inferiori rispetto sia ai controlli sani (p=0,001) che ai soggetti RRMS (p=0,002). Dei dati di risonanza, solo il volume
del globo pallido appariva significativamente correlato con il carico lesionale (r=0,549, p=0,008), mentre nessuna correlazione è
stata trovata con l'EDSS.

Conclusioni
I pazienti affetti da PMS mostrano una riduzione del volume e della perfusione dei gangli della base rispetto sia ai controlli sani
che ai soggetti con RRMS, che risulta almeno in parte indipendente dal carico lesionale, suggerendo un interessamento primitivo
di tali strutture su base verosimilmente neurodegenerativa.



Carico di microbleeds cerebrali in pazienti adulti affetti da Tetralogia di Fallot: uno studio pilota
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Introduzione

Il prolungamento dell'aspettativa di vita per i soggetti affetti da cardiopatie congenite cianogene (cCHD) pone un interrogativo
sullo status neurocognitivo di questa peculiare categoria di pazienti, caratterizzata da una complessa storia chirurgica e da un
aumentato rischio cardiovascolare. Abbiamo dunque studiato il carico di cerebral microbleeds (CMBs), intesi come biomarkers di
aging cerebrale, in pazienti adulti affetti da Tetralogia di Fallot (ToF).

Materiale e metodi

10 pazienti affetti da ToF (7 uomini e 3 donne, range d'età 22-64 anni) sono stati prospetticamente reclutati e sottoposti a Risonanza
Magnetica dell'encefalo a 1.5T con sequenza gradient echo T2* per valutare il carico di cerebral microbleeds (CMBs). 10 soggetti
controllo appaiati ai casi per sesso e per età sono stati parallelamente reclutati. La valutazione è stata effettuata attenendosi agli
standard per la ricerca sui CMBs. Il test dei ranghi con segno di Wilcoxon è stato applicato per il confronto fra i gruppi.

Risultati

La mediana ed il range interquartile del numero di CMBs era 4 (4-6) nei pazienti affetti da ToF e 0 (0-0) nei soggetti controllo.
L'analisi statistica ha individuato una differenza significativa tra i gruppi nel carico di CMBs (p=0.005).

Conclusioni

I pazienti ToF presentano un carico di CMBs superiore rispetto al gruppo controllo. Il dato sarà confermato con l'ampliamento della
numerosità campionaria ed estendendo l'indagine ad ulteriori biomarkers di aging cerebrale. Questo studio pilota fornisce le basi
per ulteriori indagini incentrate sull'ipotesi di aging precoce e vulnerabilità al declino cognitivo in pazienti adulti affetti da cCHD.



Assessment of clinically-relevant white matter hyperintensities (WMHs) using an automated pipeline: normative data
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Brain White Matter (WM) lesions, observed as hyperintensities on FLAIR, likely reflect tissue damage with vascular or
neurodegenerative origin and are associated with cognitive decline and risk of dementia. The gold standard for clinical WMHs
evaluation is visual assessment by qualitative visual scales that require rater expertise and are affected by inter-rater variability.
To overcome these limitations, several automated tools have been developed (Caligiuri, 2015). To the best of our knowledge,
none of them has been optimized to discriminate the WMHs with clinical relevance from those without it. The aim of the present
study is to create an automated tool that can evaluate only clinically-relevant WMHs, similarly to clinician visual assessment, but
in an automatic and reproducible way. Moreover, to facilitate the WMHs interpretation we want to provide normative data from
797 healthy subjects retrospectively selected from Italian Brain Normative Archive (2001-2008). The subjects were selected with
the following criteria: MMSE>26 and/or CDR=0; age range 20-84. Each participant underwent Brain MRI (Philips, 1Tesla; GE,
1.5Tesla). In-house segmentation was performed using SPM12 (lesion prediction algorithm) to obtain WMHs probability maps (pm)
from T1 and FLAIR images. Regions of interest (ROIs) were obtained using WM FreeSurfer (6.0) parcellation in order to regionalize
pm as: Parieto-occipital, Frontal, Temporal, Basal Ganglia, Infratentorial. Grey matter mask was used to remove nonbrain and
cortex from pms, that were further cleaned for periventricular halos and focal small lesions (no clinically-relevant; Kim, 2008).
Cleaned-pm volumes were normalized to total volume of the WM related-region. Total Lesion Volumes (TLV) were calculated
summing the normalized cleaned-pm volumes for each ROIs (multiplied by 10000). Finally, the percentile distribution of population
divided by decades of age was obtained. FLAIR images were also assessed with age-related white matter changes scale (ARWMC;
Wahlund, 2001), significant correlation was observed between ARWMC global scores and TLVs (r=0.50, p<0.001). TLVs had a

skewed distribution, more than half of the sample (69%) have TLVs equal to 0mm3. The 95th percentile cut-off of the age-specific

distribution increased from 0.92mm3 (age 20-29) to 2.64mm3 (30-39), 3.52mm3 (40-49), 35.86mm3 (50-59), 162.81mm3 (60-69)

up to 619.38mm3 for subjects over 70. Our results suggest the use of an automated tool to clinical WMHs assessment. This study
provides the first normative data for WMHs in the general population, that we will validate using independent cardiovascular cohort.
Ongoing analyses will also investigate the impact of the main risk factors for vascular diseases on TLVs.
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Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is an analytical technique that enables the identification and the quantification of
metabolites. Several reproducibility studies on different brain areas have been performed in healthy subjects but few of them have
focused on the cerebellum, particularly on the vermis. It is known that the cerebellum plays a key role in motor control and learning

but recent evidence suggests its involvement also in cognition and emotion1.
Thus, the aim of this work was: (i) to characterize cerebellar metabolites in cognitive areas, such as CrusI-II and (ii) to examine the
effect of tissue composition on metabolites quantification. The reproducibility of the final acquisition protocol was also investigated.
The study was carried out on 11 healthy subjects (mean age 27 ± 5 years). On 5 of these 11 the acquisition was repeated twice
to assess protocol reproducibility. The study was performed on a 3T scanner and MRS data were acquired using a single-voxel
PRESS sequence on three different voxels of interest: one in the CrusI-II, one in the cerebellar white matter and one in the cerebral
white matter, as standard reference.
Raw spectroscopy data were analyzed using JMRUI5.2 and TARQUIN while statistical analysis was performed with SPSS21.0.
Boxplots of metabolites concentration were created providing a standard range of concentrations in the cerebellar areas studied in
this cohort of subjects. The volumetric T1-weighted images were segmented with SPM12 to correct the metabolites concentration

for cerebrospinal fluid contamination and relaxation2. The mean values of raw and corrected metabolites concentration were
significantly different (p<0.001, one-sample and paired t-tests), while their coefficient of variance resulted comparable. About the
reproducibility, the interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for each metabolite was calculated to estimate if the fraction of the
total variability was due to biological variation (>0.5) or to measurement errors (<0.5). The ICC values ranged from 0.60 to 0.93

suggesting that the variability is due to biological differences3. Furthermore, the corrected ICC values were similar or lower than
the raw ones, showing that the correction for the tissues contamination did not significantly improve the reproducibility results.
  Overall, the characterization of cerebellar metabolites in CrusI-II could be a useful clinical and research tool to study cerebellar
pathophysiology involved in the cognitive functions.

1. D’Angelo, E. & Casali, S. Front. Neural Circuits 6, 116 (2012).
2. Long, Z. et al. NMR Biomed 28, 1315–1323 (2015).
3. Grussu, F. et al. Neuroimage 111, 590–601 (2015).



The challenge of separating BOLD fMRI signals from noise-related fluctuations in resting-state: a comparison of different
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Introduction. Resting-state functional MRI (rs-fMRI) based on BOLD is a poweful tool for studying spontaneous brain activity1.
However, BOLD signals are easily concealed by increased noise. Therefore, whether this is due to motion, physiology or scanner,

recovering the signal of interest is crucial to avoid spurious results2. To this end, several pre-processing pipelines were developed3,
generally based on nuisance regression or ICA. These lead to time-series reflecting more accurately the neuronal-related activity.
Here, we aimed at evaluating the ability of different cleaning pipelines in removing non-BOLD fluctuations, considering controls
and temporal-lobe epilepsy patients (TLE).
Methods. Nineteen TLE and twenty controls underwent 3T-PET-MR examination including rs-fMRI (TR/TE=2020/30ms, 36
slices, 3x3x4 mm, 260 volumes). Three minimal pipelines were considered:raw data (Raw); minimum with realignment, slice-
timing correction, 6mm-FWHM smoothing (Min); mimimum plus high-pass filtering (MinHP). Three ICA-based pipelines were
assessed:ICA-AROMA (removing motion artefacts); ICA-FIX (using a study-specific classifier), with (FIXMC) and without (FIX)
motion regression. The seventh pipeline (SPM12) was based on nuisance regression (six motion parameters, WM, CSF). All data
were spatially normalised (MNI). The cleaned time-series from each pipeline and group were compared using tSNR and PSD

as metrics. Additionally, two group-based ICA were performed and the DMN spatial correlation with the corresponding template4

was assessed.  

Results. For both groups, increased tSNR was found for ICA-AROMA, FIX, FIXMC and SPM12 when compared to minimal pre-
processing. No statistically significant tSNR changes were found for ICA-AROMAvsFIX/SPM12vsFIXMC. Regarding PSD, the
integral under the curve (0.01-0.1Hz) was always higher for the four advanced pipelines. In particular, SPM12 reported the highest
values, significantly different from all the others in both groups.
The DMN was accurately recovered by all cleaned datasets. However, for ICA-AROMA, FIX, FIXMC and SPM12 the PCC appeared
to be more accurately identified. Differences were reported anteriorly in patients, possibly associated with their pathology. High
correlations between the template and the recovered DMN were detected in all cases (r>0.60).
Discussion and Conclusions. Investigating how pre-processing impacts the spatio-temporal features of BOLD signals is essential,
especially when considering patients and connectivity. While a ground truth to determine the optimal pipeline is still lacking, in our
dataset we uncover a positive gain in terms of tSNR and PSD with advanced pipelines compared to minimal pre-processing. In
particular, SPM12/FIXMC led to highly similar results, also for DMN recovering.

[1]Cole2010-FrontSystNeurosci 4;8.[2]Murphy2013-Neuroimage 80;349-359.[3]Caballero-Gaudes2017-Neuroimage 154;128-149.[4]Smith2009-PNAS

106;13040-13045.
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Purpose
White Matter Hyperintensities (WMH) are a common finding both in brain aging and subjective cognitive decline (SCD) and are
related to small vessel disease. Changes in memory and cognition, without any objective evidence, in ederly individuals are
commonly defined as SCD. Moreover, SDC is considered as a risk factor for development of mild cognitive impairment and
Alzheimer's disease. The aim of this study was to investigate whether there is any correlation over time between WMH, SCD
and brain aging.
Methods and Materials
33 community-dwelling individuals (mean age 66y) referring for SCD underwent two year follow-up including 3T MRI and
neuropsychological assessment. Visual WMH burden was qualitatively evaluated according to Fazekas and Scheltens scales on
3D FLAIR images. A quantitative evaluation was also performed by using semi-automatic segmentation of WMH burden (Osirix
MD, software). Cognitive decline was evaluated by using Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE). Anxiety and depression were
quantified using State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) scale and the 30-item self-report geriatric Depression Scale (GDS). A
linear mixed model analysis was performed for data analysis by using SPSS software.
Results
A significant reduction od MMSE performances (p=0.001) and an increase of Fazekas (p=0.003) and Scheltens (p=0.001) scores
were observed at follow-up.
Conclusion
Increasing of WMH burden emerges significantly associated with brain aging in SCD subjects. Moreover, WMH burden inversely
correlated with praxia-language functions. According to our results we hypothise that WMH should not play a role in subjective
memory impairment of SCD individuals but rather in vascular cognitive impairment.
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Background. Cerebellar impairment is frequent and associate with physical and cognitive of disability in multiple sclerosis (MS),
even in the earliest phases of the disease. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies have highlighted a relationship between
cerebellar cortical atrophy and cognitive impairment.

Objective. The aim of our study is to analyze the association between grey matter (GM) and white matter (WM) focal lesion burden
in cerebellum and cognitive dysfunctions in patients with early relapse-onset MS.

Methods. Thirty-one patients with a diagnosis of early relapsing remitting MS (eRRMS) and five patients with clinically
isolated syndrome suggestive of MS (CIS) were enrolled in the study. All patients (9M, 27F, aged 37.05 ± 9.8) underwent
neuropsychological assessment through the Rao’s Brief Repeatable Battery of Neuropsychological Tests (BRB-NT), and brain 3T
MRI, that included T1-weighted (T1w), double inversion recovery (DIR) and phase-sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR) sequences.
The cerebellum was segmented in T1w using the SUIT atlas and cerebellar lesions were manually drawn in PSIR and DIR images.

Results. a cognitive dysfunction on BRB-NT was detected in 14/36 patients (39%). No differences between cognitively preserved
(CP) and cognitively impaired (CI) patients were observed as regards age, sex, disease duration, EDSS score and cerebellar
atrophy, but the two groups differed (p<0.05) in terms of GM lesion number (LN) and lesion volume (LV), especially in the posterior
cerebellar lobe. Cognitive dysfunction on BRB-NT was associated to GM damage of the cerebellar posterior lobe (lesion number:
r=0.330, p<0.05; LV: r=0.331, p<0.05).

Discussion and conclusions. Cognitive dysfunction in the early phases of MS is not uncommon and can be more pronounced than
physical disability. Moreover CI patients show higher CLs, LV and LN in the cerebellar posterior lobe than CP patients.



modeling of cortical volumes in the human brain
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In the volumetric studies of the brain, there are often conflicting results due to the presence of confounding factors such as age and
gender, and covariates like brain volume. At times, in comparison with a control group for example, this large variability is enough
to confound any effect due to the pathology. For this reason, data are generally corrected or normalized by empirical methods as
found in other fields of brain studies. This method, based on a simple geometrical brain model, has tested by a comparison with
the empirical ones in all brain regions for 100 healthy subjects. The results show a good and interesting agreement between data
and model, and give a new basis for the single subject brain volume normalization and analysis for brain areas size comparison.
In particular, it is possible to show which cortical areas should be thought of linked by shape and physiological relation with whole
brain volume, due to the ratio between their volumes.
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Histopathological examinations of multiple sclerosis (MS) brains indicate that sub-pial demyelinating lesions appeared

topographically related to focal meningeal inflammation1. It has been hypothesized that cortical demyelination in MS may be driven
by meningeal inflammation, accompanied by a decreasing gradient of demyelination from the pial surface. This fact has also been
linked to alterations in iron content. Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping (QSM) has been used to study mainly the iron disregulation
in deep GM of MS patients. In this study, we extend the study of the susceptibility to the whole cortex of MS patient exploiting a high-

resolution 3D Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) sequence2 and a surface-mapping method based on the Human Connectome Pipeline.
Subjects: 30 MS patients (40.5±10.3 years mean±std; m:f 10:20; EDSS median 2) and 40 matched healthy controls (HC; 39.5±10.5
years; m:f 16:24) Acquisition protocol: 3T Philips Achieva; 3D EPI (0.55x0x0.55x0.55 mm, TE/TR=29ms/51ms, FA=20°) 3D T1w
(1x1x1 mm) 3D FLAIR (1x1x1 mm). We reconstructed susceptibility maps (χ) from the 3D-EPI using a Total Generalized Variation

(TGV) algorithm which incorporates individual steps of phase unwrapping, background field removal and dipole inversion3. 3D
FLAIR was used to semi-automatically segment MS lesions that were then used to perform lesion filling on the 3D T1. Freesurfer
was used to reconstruct WM/GM and pial surface boundaries. These surfaces were used to compute equi-volume cortical surface
layers by sampling the surface vertices in steps of 25% of cortical volume. The resulting surfaces were re-sampled on the original
3D-EPI space to extract χ values for each vertex and each layer depth. To perform group comparison, we registered individual
subject’s native-mesh surfaces to Conte69 population-average surfaces. Group-wise χ differences in the cortex were analysed,

layer-by-layer, using a permutation-based test with PALM4 employing threshold-free cluster enhancement and differences were
considered statistically significant with p-value<0.05 family-wise corrected. A “surface-in” gradient, driven from the pial surface, of
increased susceptibility was found in several regions of the cortex of the MS group. Moreover, we observed an increased extent
of changes in χ over the cortex depending on the considered layer. Permutation tests revealed significant differences between the
two groups in extent regions of the cortex. Remarkably, the RRMS group showed always an increased χ, which could be linked
to iron accumulation, since iron is the more abundant paramagnetic compound in the GM tissue. However, we cannot exclude

that the presence of demyelinated tissue or atrophy5 could have contributed to this increase. The most interesting finding is that
this change is depth-dependent, showing more spread differences in the more superficial layers of the cortex compared to the
inner ones. Further studies are necessary to better disentangle the contribution of cortical demyelination and/or cell alterations
that requires the estimation of χ, R2*, R1 and atrophy.
1Magliozzi R. et al. Ann Neurol 64, 477-493 (2010) 2Sati P. et al. MSJ 20, 1464-1470 (2014) 3Castellaro M. et al. AJNR 38,

1087-1095 (2017) 4Winkler A.M. et al. Neuroimage 92, 381-397 (2014) 5Schweser F. et al. Neuroimage 167, 438-452 (2018)
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Background.
Following injury to the right parietal cortex (e.g. right-sided stroke), patients typically show unilateral spatial neglect, a complex
syndrome associated with a reduced capability to orient attentional resources toward the contralateral side of space. One of the
most prominent symptoms is the visual extinction in which a transient stimulus presented in the right hemifield 'extinguishes' from
awareness an homologue stimulus simultaneously presented in the left hemifield. This is thought to be a consequence of the
residual activity of the left - non damaged - parietal cortex. Surprisingly, however, this hypothesis has been largely unexplored
to date in real neglect patients. In this study we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify brain regions
contributing to visual extinction assessing three groups of subjects: right-sided stroke patients with (N = 3) or without unilateral
spatial neglect (N = 3) and age-/gender-matched healthy controls (N = 10).
Method.
During fMRI, all partecipants were presented with a target stimulus (i.e., a black square of 2x2°; 10° apart from the central fixation
point), that equiprobably appeared on either the left, right or both hemifields. Partecipants pressed one of three response buttons
to indicate the hemifield(s) of appearance of the target, left, right or bilateral.
Results.
We found 100% accuracy in control subjects, irrespective of the target side, left right or bilateral. By contrast, neglect patients
failed to detect bilateral targets (16,3% of accuracy). Importantly, "bilateral" targets were perceived by neglect patients as "right"
targets in the great majority of trials (66,25%). Moreover, neglect patients showed a decreased capability in detecting left (48,8%)
vs. right targets (86,3%). The fMRI analysis revealed a greater task-related activity of the left fronto-parietal cortex in neglect vs.
non-neglect patients and controls.
Conclusions.
Our findings provide empirical evidence that confirmed the crucial role played by the residual neural resources in the left fronto-
parietal cortex during visual extinction in spatial neglect, providing important insights for the current models of unilateral spatial
neglect in patients with right-sided stroke.
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Pre-surgical planning for tumor resection currently utilizes task-based fMRI (tb-fMRI) to map language function. However, patient’s
task performance can be impaired due to concomitant language or cognitive deficits, thus making task-based mapping challenging.
Resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) may overcome these obstacles, providing information on language intrinsic functional connectivity
networks (ICNs).
We compared the tb-fMRI activations generated by auditory verb-generation (AVG) and verbal fluency (VF) tasks with the so-
called Language Control-ICN (LC-ICN), derived from rs-fMRI in healthy controls (HC) and patients with extra-frontal tumors.
3T MRI was performed in 14 right-handed HC and 3 left-hemisphere glioma patients. A T2*-weighted single shot EPI sequence
was acquired for rs-fMRI (TR/TE=2700ms/35ms, voxel size=2.5x2.5x2.5mm, #slices=52, 290volumes). Tb-fMRI consisted of AVG
and VF block-designed paradigms (TR/TE=3700/30ms; voxel size=2x2x4mm, #slices=32, 100volumes).
LC-ICN was determined by calculating functional connectivity maps using an a-priori defined seed in the inferior frontal gyrus, left
pars triangularis (IFG/pt), consistently activated in VF and verb-generation tasks.
SPM12 was used for spatial preprocessing, and CONN toolbox for seed-based correlation analyses. Rs- and tb-fMRI maps were
binarized and the voxel overlap between those maps was calculated.
In HC, LC-ICN comprised distributed regions in bilateral IFG/pt and opercularis (IFG/op), SMA, superior medial frontal, pre- and
postcentral (preCG), MTG and STG, left supramarginal (SMG) and angular gyrus, caudate nuclei and cerebellum (p<0.0001, unc).
LC-ICN encompassed all language functionally relevant regions activated by both fMRI tasks, with an overall overlap of 40%.
VF activations and LC-ICN overlapped in the right cerebellum, left IFG/pt, IFG/op, preCG and bilateral SMA. AVG activations and
LC-ICN overlapped in the right cerebellum, left MTG and STG, IFG/pt/op, orbitalis and preCG.
Thus, LC-ICN showed correlations with fronto-temporal regions, consistently with tb-fMRI activations in HC, supporting the
functional relevance of the a-priori seed.
LC-ICN was also found in all patients with an overlap of language-relevant regions in the frontal lobe. Differently, in the temporo-
parietal regions close to the tumors, we detected some differences. In Patient#1, LC-ICN connectivity with the SMG, in proximity
of the superior border of the temporo-parietal lesion, was not found in VF activations; in Patient#2, laterally to the superior parietal
tumor, anterior SMG activation was detected in VF, while posterior SMG in LC-ICN. In Patient#3, posteriorly and laterally to the
superior border of the lesion, AVG activations included an inferior parietal region, but not LC-ICN.
Our preliminary findings highlighted the utility of rs-fMRI in identifying core language-related areas in HC and glioma patients.
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INTRODUCTION
Charles Bonnet syndrome (CBS) is characterized by visual hallucinations (VH) that occurs in visually impaired subjects, in the
absence of cognitive deficit or psychiatric disorders (Bonnet, 1971). VH can vary from simple, repeated coloured patterns to
complex images such as people, animals, vehicles, or similar everyday images. The pathophysiology of CBS is likely related to
mechanism of denervation hypersensitivity caused by sensory deprivation.
METHODS
A 62 years old right-handed man with Leber Hereditary Optic Neuropathy, LHON (11778/ND4 mtDNA mutation) developed one
month after the unilateral visual loss VH of few seconds consisting in moving red and blue miniature cartoon. One year later, VH
content changed in colored mosaic (duration 10-15 seconds), usually stress-related, and blue and white flashes (2-5 seconds),
triggered by unexpected random auditory stimuli. To obtain a detailed description of hallucinatory phenomena a semi-structured
interview was performed prior and after the fMRI study (Teunisse et al 1996). Three block-design functional MRI paradigms were
designed (1.5T GE scanner): 1) random “clap” (auditory stimulation, duration 10 minutes); 2) “checkerboard” (visual stimulation,
duration 5 minutes); 3) not-random “bip” (auditory stimulation, duration 5 minutes) and the patient was trained to report the onset
of each VH by pressing an handgrip (NNL, NordicNeuroLab).
RESULTS
During the five VH elicited by six “clap” stimuli, a bilateral activation of primary and secondary visual cortex, cuneus, precuneus
and insula were registered, consistently with previous findings. The non-random “bip” paradigm elicited only stress-related colored
mosaic, and an activation of the primary and secondary auditory cortex, similarly to what we found in control subjects. During the
checkerboard paradigm consistently with the severe visual acuity loss, neither hallucinations nor cortex activation were registered.
CONCLUSION
To date only one clinical study reported a LHON patient who developed CBS likely related to the administration of brimonidine
(Santos-Bueso et al 2014). The peculiarity of our case is the auditory random stimulation (“clap”) as trigger of VH, that simultaneous
activated a widely extended parieto-occipital areas consistently with previous findings in different form of visual diseases (Ffytche
et al 1998). Furthermore, the absence of VH triggered by expected stimulation (“bip”) and the lesser extend of brain activation
during this paradigm is consistent with the “expectation suppression theory”, based on increased neural activity after surprising
but not predicted events (Amado et al 2016).
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Introduction: the uncinate fasciculus (UF) is a white matter tract that connects the anterior temporal lobe with the fronto-orbital
cortex (FOC) bilaterally. It is part both of the limbic system and of the language ventral route; bilateral UF alterations were
associated to behavioral symptoms and language deficits (D’anna 2016, Agosta 2013). Hemispheric UF differences remain
unclear (Von Der Heide 2013) and their knowledge may help assessment of function specialization. We aimed to perform the UF
tractography bilaterally and to compare along-tract DTI metrics and tract trajectory quantitatively.

Material and Methods: 29 healthy subjects (F/M= 14/15, age [mean±sd]= 38±18 y) underwent a brain MRI protocol at 1.5T,

including T1w imaging (FSPGR, 1mm isotropic voxel) and DWI (7 volumes null b-value, 64 NDGD b=900s/mm2, voxel=1.25x1.25x3

mm3). Tractography was performed using probabilistic constrained spherical deconvolution (ifod2, http://www.mrtrix.org) and
AutoPtx ROIs (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/AutoPtx). Group variability maps and 3D-rendering were used in the MNI space.
Along-tract analysis were performed by modeling the tract surface with the Laplacian operator whose Fielder vector established a
tract specific coordinate system (Talozzi Proceedings ISMRM 2017). DTI metrics (FA, MD, λ1, λ2, λ3) and tract MNI coordinates were
evaluated. Hemispheric comparisons were performed with the paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p-value<0.05, FDR corrected).
The procedure was implemented in Matlab (R2017a).

Results: We obtained optimal UF tractography and along-tract parameterization for all subjects. Group variability maps showed
hemispheric asymmetries in projections towards the frontal lobe in particular. At the whole-tract level, we found greater FA in the
left UF (p-value=0.04 corrected), and at the along-tract level a greater FA and λ1 in the left UF and a greater λ3 in the right UF.
All the segment coordinates had different hemispheric localization, the left UF was more dorsally located projecting towards the
lateral FOC, whereas the right UF was more ventrally located targeting the right medial FOC and frontal pole.

Discussion and conclusion: The Laplacian allowed a good UF along-tract description. Ventral and dorsal UF components were
described in-vivo and ex-vivo (Catani 2002), we found a dorsal component most present on the left (Hau 2017), and our DTI
results supported the hypothesis of a stronger UF route in the left hemisphere, often dominant in language processing. To our
knowledge, this is the first study that describes the UF along-tract coordinates. Hemispheric asymmetries may reflect different
cerebral functions and could be informative in pre-surgical planning and language rehabilitation.
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Sporadic Creutzfeldt-Jakob (sCJD) is a very heterogeneous prion disease with five subtypes or strains that have different clinical
presentation and survival times. Early diagnosis of the sCJD strain is very relevant for patient management and clinical trials. DW-
MRI is an ideal candidate for delivering effective diagnostic biomarkers, because it illustrates in vivo the brain lesions distribution
for each sCJD patient. To date, studies dealing with the spreading of DWI signal abnormalities as a function of disease progression
are few, and are all limited by the lack of disease subtype identification and the use of small cohort.

Aims
Modeling the DWI signal abnormalities (i.e. prion lesions) spreading in order to determine the epicenter (starting point) and the
sequence of propagation in 5 pure sCJD strains.

Methods
We considered a novel data-driven model, the event-based model (EBM), recently introduced to study the evolution of Alzheimer's
and Huntington's diseases. The EBM describes the disease progression as a sequence of events, defined as the switching from
a normal to an abnormal state for a biomarker of a patient. Considering a set of 12 events related to the appearance of DWI
hyperintensity in 12 specific brain regions, the EBM finds the most likely sequence of DWI abnormalities given the observed
DWI measurements of the subjects. A neuroradiologist (AB) blind to the diagnosis visually scored the DWI of 306 patients with
definite autopsy diagnosis of sCJD subtype and 123 patients with rule-out diagnosis of prion disease. An ordinal scale (0-3) was
implemented to visually score the images and grade the DWI hyperintensities in 12 brain regions. Patients with 5 sCJD pure strains
were included: MM/MV1 (n=89), MM/MV2C (n=42), MV2K (n=22), VV1 (n=15) and VV2 (n=49). The EBM sequences were based
on cross-sectional data and their longitudinal consistency was validated comparing the stages at follow-ups with the baseline.

Results
The 5 sCJD strains have different sequence of lesion propagation. The anterior cingulate cortex was affected very early in all
strains. Then, three propagation trajectories emerged from the orderings: neocortex is affected before striatum in MM/V1 and MM/
V2C; striatum is affected before neocortex in VV2 and MV2K; limbic regions are affected before neocortex and striatum in VV1.

Conclusion
EBM provided for the first time data-driven models of spreading of DWI signal hyperintensities in sCJD subtypes. The 5 strains
share the epicenter but have a different path of lesion propagation in the brain.
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INTRODUCTION:Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is an intermediate clinical stage between the expected cognitive decline of
normal aging and the earliest features of dementia (Albert et al 2011). While a large body of literature focused on the early diagnosis
of MCI, fewer studies investigated the early detection of those MCI patients who will convert to AD. The aim of this study was to
explore the predictive role of proton MR spectroscopy (1H-MRS) and regional brain volumetry in the progression from MCI to AD
and to investigate correlations with clinical variables.
METHODS:Thirty-eight MCI patients (20 males; age, mean+SD=73.87+7.44) and 18 healthy controls (10 males; age 65.44+9.49)
were recruited. MCI patients underwent an extensive neuropsychological assessment at baseline and were also clinically re-
evaluated after a mean of 28 months. The MR protocol (1.5T GE scanner) included high-resolution T1-w volumetric sequence
(isotropic 1mm3) and single voxel 1H-MRS acquired in the Posterior Cingulate Cortex (PCC) using the point-resolved spectroscopy
(PRESS) technique (TR=4000ms, TE=35ms, NEX=128, volume=8ml). Voxel-wise differences in brain volumetry were evaluated
using FreeSurfer software; spectra were processed with the LCModel program. The non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test followed
by a Bonferroni post-hoc for multiple comparisons was used for all analyses. ROC curves and Spearman’s correlations between
these parameters and clinical variables were also performed. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.
RESULTS:After a mean follow-up of 28 months, 26 MCI patients (68.4%) converted to AD. The reduction of the neuro-axonal
marker N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) and increase of the glial marker myo-inositol (mI) expressed as (NAA+NAAG)/ml ratio in the
PCC was able to discriminate at baseline MCI converters from non-converters (p=0.022) with an accuracy of 79%. Furthermore,
volume reduction in the parahippocampal gyrus (p=0.01) and in the fusiform gyrus (p=0.026) with an accuracy of 84.2% and
73.6% respectively was also able to discriminate the two MCI subgroups. Significant correlations were found between the
parahippocampal gyrus volume and two measures of memory (verbal short-term memory, r=0.35, p=0.035; long-term memory,
r=0.34, p=0.039). The scores obtained in the short-term memory task also correlated with the fusiform gyrus volume (r=0.34,
p=0.039).
CONCLUSION:Alterations of metabolite levels of PCC and brain volumetric reduction in temporal areas showed high accuracy
in predicting the progression from MCI to AD two years before the development of clinical symptoms. A preclinical diagnosis of
AD is of pivotal importance in clinical practice by providing the opportunity to start early therapeutic intervention (e.g.cognitive
rehabilitation).
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Introduction
The Optic Radiation (OR) conveys visual information from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) to the occipital cortex bilaterally.
Previous diffusion MRI studies [1,2] showed that the ORs of Early Blind individuals (EB) present lower fractional anisotropy (FA)
values compared to sighted controls (SC), but they do not characterize the spatial distribution of such changes. Here we analyze
the FA profile along the ORs of EB and SC individuals to identify possible localized patterns of changes associated with blindness.

Materials and Methods
16 EB (onset<=3 y.o.) and 16 age- gender-matched SC subjects were investigated. A 4T-MRI-scanner was used to acquire
diffusion (2.3mm-isotropic voxel, 60 DW and 10 b0 volumes, b=1500s/mm^2, TE=99ms) and T1-weighted data. Diffusion data
underwent eddy currents, head motion, bias field corrections, and global intensity normalization [3]. Anatomically-constrained
probabilistic tractography (ACT) [4] was performed on the estimated diffusion profiles (fODFs) between LGN (Juelich atlas) and
V1 (Freesurfer from T1). The Along-Tract-Statistic Toolkit [5] was used to map FA at multiple locations along the tract length:
FA values were collapsed across streamlines at correspondent positions along the mean tract geometry (MTG) to get mean and
standard deviation estimates. Correspondences between streamline points were established with the Optimal Match assignment
method [6]. Tracts presenting outlier FA or mean b0 intensity collapsed values (+-2.5SD) or not-assigned-mean-distance/MTG
ratio > 0.3 for each tract end were excluded. The final number of included subjects was EB-OR-left: n=12, SC-OR-left: n=14; EB-
OR-right: n=11, SC-OR-right: n=11.

Results
Significant bilateral FA reduction in EB relative to SC was found: significant effects of group (OR-left: p=0.001, OR-right: p=0.0018),
position (OR-left: p<0.001; OR-right: p<0.001), and interactions of position and group (OR-left: p<0.001; OR-right: p<0.001) were
observed. Post-hoc t-tests show that positions along the tract presenting significant group interactions (p<0.05, corr.) are localized
in the postero-central region for the ORs bilaterally and in the posterior regions for the OR-right.

Discussion
These findings replicate previous reports for decreased FA values within the ORs of early-blind individuals, and shed new light
on the spatial distribution of such changes.
The observation of localized rather than distributed changes in diffusion indices might point to the occurrence of focal patterns of
white matter reorganization occurring in specific tract positions.

References:
[1] Shimony et al.,2006
[2] Wang et al.,2014
[3] Tournier et al.,2012
[4] Smith et al.,2012
[5] Colby et al.,2012
[6] O'Donnell et al.,2009
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INTRODUCTION: Type 1 narcolepsy (NT1) is characterized by excessive daytime sleepiness associated with cataplexy (sudden
loss of muscle tone induced by emotional stimuli),disrupted nocturnal sleep and other dissociated rapid eye movement (REM)
sleep phenomena, and hypothalamic orexin-a cells disruption of possible autimmune origin. The aim of this study was to investigate

possible metabolic alterations in the pons, in a relatively large cohort of NT1 cases by using proton MR spectroscopy (1H-MRS),
since previous studies reported inconsistent results (Ellis 1998, Poryazova 2009, Bican 2010).

METHODS: Twenty-two NT1 patients (age, median [IR]: 36.5 [20.1]y, 17/5 M/F), and 20 healthy controls (HC) (age, median [IR]:

30.5 [24.5], 10/10 M/F) underwent a standardized brain MRI (1.5T GE) protocol, including volumetric T1-w images (1mm3) and
pons single voxel 1H-MRS (TR/TE=1500/40ms; NS=512). Spectra analyses were performed with LCModel 6.3, and the following
metabolites relative to creatine (Cr) concentrations were quantified: N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA), choline (Cho)and mI-inositol (mI);
neuronal, membrane and glial marker, respectively. Statistical group comparisons (Pearson’s chi-squared, Mann-Whitney tests)
were performed with SPSS® and the statistical significance was set to p<0.05.

RESULTS: NT1 patients and HC showed no significant differences as for sex and age (Pearson’s chi-squared p=0.065 and Mann-
Whitney p=0.257, respectively). NAA/Cr and NAA/mI were significantly lower in patients compared to controls (p=0.017, NC:2.35
[0.77], HC: 2.62 [0.49]; p=0.012, NC:1.59 [0.55], HC: 1.91 [0.65]). No differences were found for other metabolites concentrations.

CONCLUSIONS: This is the first study that showed evidence of neuronal dysfunction in the pons of NT1 patients that was
previously demonstrated in the hypothalamus (Lodi 2004). Other pons MRS studies showed no differences in metabolites
concentrations (Ellis 1998, Poryazova 2009), or lower NAA/Cho and higher Cho/Cr (Bican 2010). Respect to the other studies
(10, 12 or 14 patients), our cohort size is larger and it is also homogeneous as for the presence of cataplexy. Our findings are
congruent with the focal high signal alterations on T2-w sequences that have been described in NT1 in a location compatible to
the reticular regions that regulate REM sleep (Plazzi 1996).
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INTRODUCTION: Wolfram syndrome (WS) is a rare multisystem disease, characterized by childhood-juvenile onset of diabetes
mellitus, diabetes insipidus, optic nerve atrophy, sensorineural deafness and other neuro-psychiatric features, with death occurring
around 35 years of age (Chaussenot 2011). Although loss of function mutations in the WFS1 gene cause an endoplasmic
reticulum stress-mediated cell death, structural and functional mitochondrial alterations have been demonstrated (Barrett 2000).
We characterized neurodegeneration in WS by combining MR neuroimaging and proton MRS.

METHODS: Ten WS patients performed 1.5T MR acquisitions protocol including volumetric T1-w (1mm3), DWI (25-directions,

b-value=900 mm2/s, voxel=1.25x1.25x4mm) and 1H-MR spectroscopy localized in the lateral ventricles (TR/TE=1500/288ms,
volume=3.7-8.2ml), left cerebellar hemisphere (TR/TE=4000/35ms, volume=6ml), left parieto-occipital white matter, WM (TR/
TE=4000/35ms, volume=8ml) and pons (TR/TE=1500/40ms, volume=1.2-1.5ml). Not all the patients completed the whole protocol;
groups of sex- and age-matched controls were included.
Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analyses were performed with SPM-12.0 and supplemented by SUIT (Spatially Unbiased
Infratentorial Toolbox). Diffusion-weighted data underwent standard pre-processing and tensor fitting; voxelwise TBSS analysis
was performed. Spectra were analysed with LCModel 6.3. Group comparisons were performed with SPSS®, voxelwise
comparisons were non-parametric and statistical significance was set to p<0.05 (corrected).

RESULTS: VBM showed grey matter (GM) loss in WS in the occipital pole and cerebellum, and WM loss in corpus callosum,
anterior corona radiate, optic radiations, cerebellum and brainstem. Cerebellum-specific VBM showed that GM loss mainly affected
left lobule VIII, vermis IX, bilateral crus I, II, V, VI. TBSS highlighted lower FA (higher MD) for patients mostly within optic and
thalamic radiations, corpus callosum and cerebellar tracts. Traces of ventricular lactate were present in 3/10 patients. Patients
had lower cerebellar NAA/Cr and NAA/mI concentrations, and higher mI/Cr. Lower NAA/Cr and NAA/mI were found in the pons,
while no differences were found in parieto-occipital WM.

CONCLUSIONS: Whole-brain VBM and TBSS results are in line with previous literature (Hershey 2012, Lugar 2016) on about
20 patients in total. Cerebellar VBM demonstrated a stronger GM loss within cerebellar lobules involved in sensorimotor and
cognitive/behavioural functions (Stoodley 2010), that have been described in these patients (Bischoff 2015). These morphological,
microstructural and biochemical alterations of the cerebellum are in line with the neuropathological investigation of two WS patients
(Shannon 1999, Hilson 2009). The lack of pathological accumulation of ventricular lactate are not consistent with a brain oxidative
deficit.
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INTRODUCTION: Melanopsin-expressing retinal ganglion cells (mRGCs) is a photoreceptor system of mammalian retina
maximally sensitive to blue light (Hankins 2007) that plays a key role in non-image-forming functions, such as circadian regulation
and pupillary reflex.
In Leber Hereditary Optic Neuropathy (LHON), a genetic mitochondrial disease, rods and cones are intact, and despite RGCs loss
(Carelli 2004) melanopsin expressing cells are relatively spared (LaMorgia 2010).
We combined light stimulation and fMRI to investigate mRGCs visual and non-visual contributions in LHON retinal degeneration
paradigm.

METHODS: We evaluated 12 LHON patients (age=38.2±12.9yrs, 10M) and 12 matched healthy controls, HC (age=37.8±13.7yrs,
8M). Brain 1.5T MR protocol included fMRI (TR=3s, resolution=1.875x1.875x4mm) and volumetric T1-w acquisitions

(resolution=1mm3).
Blue (480nm) and red (620nm) lights were transmitted using a specific setup (Vandewalle 2007). Purely visual paradigm was a
pseudorandom alternation of blue, red light stimulation and dark; the visual-cognitive paradigm was an independent combination
of light stimulation and working memory task (auditory 0/3-back).
Pre-processing, GLM and image registrations were performed with FSL. For the visual-cognitive paradigm, light and task
interactions were investigated. Statistical maps were corrected for multiple comparisons (cluster z=2.3, FWE p<0.05).

RESULTS: Different durations of light stimuli were considered. At light onset, visual cortex responded for both groups and both
colors. With 10s stimuli, LHON occipital cortex activation was lacking for red, while no group differences were present for blue.
With longer sustained effects (50s), no group differences were present for blue, while in LHON reduced activation of visual cortex
was found with red and the occipital pole response was higher with blue vs red. Cognitive activations were in line with n-back
literature (Owen 2005) and analogous between groups. We found no light modulation in HC cognitive response, while a higher
activity was found in LHON when the task was performed under blue vs red, mainly in middle and inferior frontal gyri, temporo-
occipital regions, insula, putamen, cerebellum, consistently with previous results in HC (Vandewalle 2007,2009).

CONCLUSIONS: A stronger effect of blue light in visual cortex for LHON became clearer as the duration of the visual stimuli
increased. Considering mRCGs sluggish and sustained response, this supports the hypothesis of a melanopsin role in visual
processes (Brown 2010). Blue light modulation of cognitive response is stronger in LHON probably due to their higher ratio mRGCs/
RGCs and shows that mRGCs’ function of modulating brain activity during a working memory task is maintained.
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In this work, the feasibility of using Neural Network approaches to Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) to overcome the
limitations of dicitionary-based approaches is investigated by means of simulations. The results will show that this approach
manages to be computationally efficient, requring minimal memory usage and obtaining both noise robustness and accuracy of
the predicted MR parameters over a wide range of values.

MRF is a fast method to obtain multi-parametric maps (Dan Ma et al. Nature 2013). The original methodology is based on the
template matching of the experimental fingerprint with a precomputed dictionary, and the inner product is usually adopted as
similarity measure because of its fastness. Dictionary exploding size, matching accuracy and robustness to noise are the main
challenges to face to bring MRF into clinical usage. The more MR parameters are encoded into the sequence (T1, T2, B0, B1,
etc...), the higher must be the size of the precomputed dictionary. However, big dictionaries are hard to handle because they are
costly both in storing, both in computational time for the matching procedure. This prolem has drive the MRF community forward
methods aiming to compress the size of the dictionary (D.F. McGivney et al. IEEE Trans Med Imaging 2014) and the length of the
fingerprinting signals with Single Value Decomposition (M.Yang et al. Magn. Reson. Med. 2018). However, these methods make
ana additional approximation, which affects accuracy in first place.
Another way to face the problem is to investigate the possibility to perform dictionary free MRF taking advantage of Machine
Learning algorithms to learn a function able to predict the MR parameters given the experimental fingerprint as input. However,
in literature, few works deal with the so-colled dictionary free MRF.

The original MRF pulse sequence, based on the balance Steady State Free Precession (bSSFP) sequence, and the MRF sequence
based on the pseudo-SSFP are used to train two Feed Forward Neural Networks (FWNN) to predict the T1, T2 and B0 parameters
given the MRF signal as input. A test data set was then created and the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) was used
to compare the performance of the FWNNs with the original approach. The results show that the FWNNs exceed the dictionary
based MRF approach both in accuracy and robustness to noise, giving a MAPE always below the 5% for all the considered MR
parameters.
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging for surgical guidance in patients undergoing the second deep brain stimulator insertion is still
challenging due to safety concerns. Furthermore, MR Conditional constraints could limit results in terms of MR image quality for
surgical guidance. In this contribution we discuss about our MRI investigation successfully performed on patients with a prevoiously
implanted MR Conditional deep brain stimulator. After a preliminary phase for patient clinical history and surgical needs evaluation,
a careful study of technical aspects was performed. In particular, all DBS manufacturer recommendations were taken into account
as well as related technical aspects of the MR scanner. A first step was the Patient's assessment for other MR contraindications
and the Patient's MRI type eligibility in terms of full-body or head-only, this depending on his DBS system such as model, its
components and features, integrity or absence of open or short circuits. Second step was RF power assessment, on test phantom,
for each pulse sequences of the protocol proposed for the study in order to verify the compliance with the MR conditional terms.
The sequence parameters assessment was made considering the B1+root mean square of transmitting electro-magnetic field; this
allowed better scan conditions regarding SAR assessment. This evaluation must be anyway controlled during patient scanning
since a further parameters adjustment could be necessary. The DBS manufacturer poses a safe value ≤ 2 µT for B1+root mean
square and, if this evaluation is not possible on the scanner, a SAR value ≤ 0.1 W/kg should be considered. Our study was
performed on a 1,5T MR450w scanner (GE Medical System, Milwaukee USA) with the main whole Body transmitting coil and
a Head-Neck multi-channel receiving coil; gradients slew-rate was ≤ 200 T/m/s; Spatial Gradients crossed by DBS Device were
far below 19 T/m. Neurostimulator model was Activa RC 37612 with ext. Activa 37086 and DBS 3389 (Medtronic). Patients were
controlled speaking with them between each scan, taking a suitable time before start next acquisition. Scan sequences were
selected mainly for surgical planning purpose, among them: 3D T1 Gradient Echo, Ax T2 FLAIR, Ax T2w Cube. All operations
recommended on the DBS Devices before and after MRI scanning were done. It is useful to notice that SAR levels reported on
different scanners may change due to many factors while the amount of released RF energy could be the same; this is the reason
why it could be preferable to do an evaluation of RF energy in terms of B1+root mean square.


